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Sy HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
he effort to bring package
alcohol sales to Murray
has met a new obstacle
now that another group, Keep lt
Out of Murray, has started a
petition to vote on whether or
not to keep the city's current
alcohol laws as they are.
Greg Taylor. a local attorney,
and Martin Seven's, pastor of
Memorial Baptist Church, are
co-chairs of the group. Taylor
said the petition was started
about a week ago, although the
group began handing out flyers
earlier this month at the Murray
State University Homecoming
parade promoting the Web site,
www.keepitoutofmurray.com,

Ky. 80
ribbon T
cutting
planned
lby 7'0011 GERRY
Staff Writer
Gov. Steve Beshear will visit
Murray-Calloway County next
week to formally announce the
opening of Ky. 80, complete
from Murray to Mayfield.
During a meeting of Calloway
County Fiscal Court Tuesday
night. Judge-Executive Larry
Elkins announced that the governor is expected to participate
in a nbbon-cutting ceremony on
Wednesday, Oct. 28, on a section of the roadway between

II See Page 2A
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where people can sign the petition.
Taylor smd if the petition gathers 1,563 signatures and it is
certified before Keep It Local
Murray's petition to allow package sales, city residents would
be able to vote on the issue the
way they did in 2000. Taylor
said the petition calls for an
election be held to decide
whether to keep the sale of alcohol as it is - meaning that
restaurants seating a minimum
of 100 people and derive 70 percent of their food sales can sell
liquor by the dnnk - or eliminate the sale of alcohol in the
city
It was noted that the group's
Web site has numerous stastical

information to back its positions
on the issues.
Taylot said if an election is
held, a "Yes" vote would mean
the city's alcohol laws would
stay the NUM and a "No" vote
would mean alcohol sales would
cease 60 days after the election
is certified. Taylor said he didn't

realistically expect that voters
would repeal the sale of alcohol
but that the group's main goal
was to prevent package alcohol
sales from corning to Murray.
This is because if Keep It Out of
Murray gets an election called
before Keep It Local Murray
does, another alcohol-related

A survivor's story
Dukes overcomes breast cancer - twice
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Sy OMER LOUGH
Staff Writer
n October of 1998, Murray resicksit
Beverly Dukes found herself facing the
reality of breast cancer.
, As many do, she went through the stages
of denial. depression and anger before
accepting her fate and going through treatment. Then. on the eve of her 10-year
anniversary of being cancer-free. it struck
again. In disbelief. she went back to the
iseatrnents she thought she had left behind
and emerged cancer-free again.
"'The first time around, you're just in
shock ... the second time around you start to
think 'I went through it once. is that not
enough?' But then you see people going
through it twice, even three titnes and you
realize it's 'why not me,' you're not more
special than anyone else.- Dukes said.
October
is
October is Breast Cancer
Awareness
Breast
and
Cancer Month,
Dukes is joining
Awareness countless
women
Month
across the nation
who are recognizing the importance of staying aware of
the risk of breast cancer.
"You know how people are, you think it
won•t happen to you. I had missed two years
of mammograms(before being diagnosed).she said.
Dukes works as an MR1 technician at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, and has

I

KYSER LOUGH/Ledger & Times
Beverly Dukes. who has twice been diagnosed with breast cancer, stands next to
Relay for Life and Breast Cancer nbbons that hang near where she works in the
MR1 department at Murray-CallOway County Hospital. October is Breast Cancer
Awareness Month.
seen plenty of others diagnosed with cancer.
She knew when she felt a lump that it was
time to go in for the checkup she had been
putting off.
The firat time around, she opted for a
lumpectomy to just remove the lump itself.
"You think you've done everything. 1 did

eight rounds of chemotherapy and all the
radiation they could give me. You have to do
what you think is best at the time," Dukes
said.
During her now-annual mammognun in

II See Page 2A

fly HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Mayor Danny Hudspeth spoke
Tuesday morning about how he
got started in public service and
about pending city projects at
the Murray Calloway County
Chamber
of
COM/Tle rce
Businessfil+Breakfast.

Rebate Night at Nickis
1064 of cash sales on Thursday, 1 oraios
behveen the hours
)4(4
$ / of 5 p.m. to 12 p.m.
will be donated
to CASA.

Huspeth told attendees in the
Special
Regional
Events
Center's Murray Room that
Murray had lost one of its "most
illustrious faces" when Mayor
Tom Rushing died. He said
Rushing's were hard shoes to
fill and that it would be foolish
to even try.

HAWKINS TEAGuEttexiger &
Mayor Danny Hudspeth talked with with several people who
attended the Chamber of Commerce's BusinesseBreakfast
Tuesday after speaking at the gathering.
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Former teacher
avoids jail for videotaping in _
Graves incident!.
MAYFIELD. Ky. (AP) former public school teacher ill
western Kentucky won't go to
prison on his conviction for
videotaping up cheerleaders'
skirts.
According
to a report
from
the
Associated
Press, Steve
McCuiston of
Murray
ieceived five
years' probation at his senon
McCulaton tencing
Tuesday
in
Mayfield.
McCuiston pleaded guilty to
two felony charges • eavesdropping and tampenng with
evidence.
Commonwealth
Attorney
David Hargrove said he
dropped a voyeurism charge
against McCuiston, who is 52.
after realizing it didn't apply.
Circuit Judge Tim Stark
described 81 reprehensible
McCuiston's shooting of video
by ainiing Ms camera upv,ard
while under the bleachers at
Mayfield High School.

•See Page 2A

Hudspeth tells chamber of first exposure to public service
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vote could not he held for another three years, according to
Kentucky statute.
"Either way, if we get enough
signatures on the Keep It Out of
Murray petition, the alcohol
laws will not be changed to
allow package liquor stores."
Taylor said. "We are in a race to
see who can get the signatures
the fastest. If we are successful,
our petition will pre-empt the
votr for package liquor sales,
thus ensuring that alcohol sales
are not expanded and Murray
remains a safe, family-friendly.
community."
Taylor said he bad been discussing with family aad ftiends

"You would probably rust
want to bronze them." he said.
Hudspeth said. though, that he
was honored to serve his city in
his new capacity and thanked
his boss, Briggs and Stratton's
Murray plant manager. Rodney
Bohannon, for allowing him to,
be flexible with his schedule to
do the new job.
Hudspeth said his first
appointment .,vas on the parks
board but that one of the bigger

See Page 2A
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•Hudspeth tells chamber ...

•Ky. 80 ribbon cutting ...

From Front

next meeting and Hudspeth said
he
agonized over the decision.
factors in his call to public sers.ice arrived one morning more He said he had trouble sleeping
than 20 years ago when he was at night arid went to as many of
awakened by a gun shot. After the neighborhood residents as
he and his neighbors went out- he could to hear their views on
side and saw nothing, they. the matter.
called the police and S0011 heard
After finishing his story,
shots again. It turned out that it Hudspeth introduced the city
was some nearby dove hunters employees present and said they
and that police couldn't do were doing a great job He
much other than tell them to aim talked al3out the recent public:
away' from the houses because meeting to discuss
the city's
they. weren't in the city limits.
long-range plan and said some
The neighborhood residents
of the biggest issues that the city
decided that something needed
will face in the near future are
to be done and they somehow
the rising costs in pensions and
ended up choosing Hudspeth to
retirement funds. He said the
represent them, he said. After
going to the city' council and city's expenditures were also
pleading the neighborhood's ahead of its revenues and that
case. the gun shots stopped. department heads were currentlyosts
loo
. king for ways to trim
Hudspeth said everyone was c
very happy. with the results and
Hudspeth said the city was
was patting him on the back.
One woman even baked him a currently looking to get its
cake.
Public Safety Facility built,
"What they ciAn't know was which will house new police
that it was the end of dove sea- and fire stations. He said the
son," he said.
project would probably end up
Either way, though, Hudspeth costing at least $10 inillion. He
had become known to the mayor said the city
was currently lookand was eventually appointed to
ing for any grants it could get
the
Murray
Planning for the project and added that
Commission. He said the first
Murray had been awarded a
meeting was pretty short and he
thought it was the easiest $15 he total of $3.8 million in the last
had ever made. The second five years.
Hudspeth closed by talking
meeting, however, dealt with a
rezoning issue and the room was about how he had been menpacked with residents who were tored by the city attomey after
upset about the possibility of the he had first been elected to the
neighborhood being rezoned. city council. He said it was
After 2 1/2 hours, he realized important for experienced genthis wasn't going to be as easy erations to cultivate and nurture
as he thought.
young people to be the leaders
The vote was delayed until the of the future.

From Front

KYSER LOUGH/Ledger & Times

Organizers of "Keep It Out of Murray" recently made their
presence known by participating in the Murray State
Homecoming parade with a float. Members of the group
walked alongside the float and handed out informational flyers.

•Petition circulating...

Kentucky

News in Bnef
Overturned semi fouls 1-24 traffic at Cadiz

. 1" CADIZ. Ky.(AP) — Interstate 24 traffic near Cadiz is affected
-by an overturned tractor-trailer.
= Kentucky State Police said both eastbound lanes were being
'aiverted at dawn on Wednesday while a corn mixture and wreckage of the truck was cleared.
Drivers were being dateumthat exit 59 and put onto Ky. 139 and
U.S. 68 through Cadiz, then- allowed back onto 1-24 at exit 65.
Crews hoped to reopen the eastbound lanes by mid-moming.

Republicans offer gambling amenthnents
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)— Two state Republican lawmakers are
:planning to offer different constitutional amendments next year,
--pne that would allow for video gambling and another that would
tirnit how gambling could be expanded.
State Senate President David Williams and Sen. Damon Thayer
toutlined their proposals Tuesday' to a closed meeting of horse
Industry leaders. Their move is likely to start another chapter in a
Ilebate that has raged for years in Kentucky over whether to allow.
;gambling beyond what's already legal, and if so. how.
I: "The two amendments when offered together. will allow the
:people of Kentucky to resolve this issue that the political figures
.s
.
if Kentucky don't seem to be able to resolve," Williams said.
• Kentucky alre,ady allows betting on horse racing, bingo arid a
.state lottery. But the state horse industry has pushed for expanded
:gambling that advocates say is needed to generate more money' to
'keep horse racing financially viable.
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II Teacher...
From Front
McCuiston's attorney, Gary
Haverstock, said his client will
never teach again, having pleaded guilty to two felonies and his
teaching license having expired.
Read the Want Ads Daily

From Front
what was the best way to oppose
Keep It Local Murray since it
was first formed, but the issue
gained more urg.ency when he
learned that the group hoped to
hold a vote on April 6. Taylor
said
Murray
Independent
Schools would be on spring
brealc that week, which meant
that it would prevent many people with families from voting on
the issue. However. Murray
State University students would
be in town that week, he said.
Taylor said that Keep It Local
Murray's claims that alcohol
revenue would improve the
quality of life were misleading
because KRS 243.075 states
that the city can only use alcohol revenue for expenses attributed to alcohol.
Murray's director of administration, Matt Mattingly, said the
city's alcohol beverage control
ordinance states that the city
council "shall adopt, at the
budget adoption for the fiscal
year, an annual rate for the regulatory license fee as shall be
reasonably estimated to insure
full reimbursement to the city
for the cost of any additional
policing, regulatory, or administrative expenses related to the
sale of alcoholic beverages in
the city.

-Many times we arc finding
that accessibility leads to
abuse," Sevems said in a press
release. -The thought of Murray
businesses contributing to innocent deaths bothers me. Such
was the case in the recent death
of an innocent husband and
father. Citizens should endorse
this proposal to lirnit the expansion of liquor in Murray."
Meanwhile, Keep It Local
Murray's co-chair, Big Apple
Cafe
co-owner
Boone
Chambers, said he plans to get
his petition certified first. He
said he thinks the Keep It Out of
Murray petition is insensitive to
local businesses and to the 17
restaurants in Murray that serve
alcohol. He said he thought half
of those wouldn't be in Murray
if alcohol sales were prohibited.
Chambers said that although
the city couldn't use alcohol
revenue for things like streets
for parks, additional money for
police does improve quality of
life. He also defended his plans
to have a vote on April 6, saying
he hadn't learned that Murray
schools would be on vacation
that week until recently. He said
he would actually prefer that the
people who would be out-oftown that week could be in town
to vote.

•A survivor's story...
From Front
February 2008, Dukes' doctor
recommended also trying an
MRI since it was a new test they
could do. Dukes' mammogram
came back negative but her MRI
showed a spot of cancer under
her arm.
"It was in a place that couldn't
pick up on the manunogram,
and was the same type of cancer. I was on prevention medicine but it still came back,"
Dukes said.
This time around, Dukes
opted to have both breasts
removed and began treatment
again. The process was easier
the second time through, she
said, but still difficult to cope
with. However, she said it was
the support that got her through
it.
"They say laughter is the best
medicine, but it's the support of
friends, family and co-workers." Dukes said. "When someone goes through it, give your
support, that's the best medicine. A !ot of people don't know

what to say but sometimes you
don't have to say anything, just
being there says a lot."
Since her initial diagnosis,
Dukes said she's talked to many'
others going down the same
road and has been able to help
them through their joumey.
"If the (hospital) departments
have people that find out they
have cancer they will come and
get me to talk to them. it helps
knowing that someone has gone
through what you•re going
through," she said.
Dukes is also an active participant in Relay for Life. something she used to participate in
as just a supporter.
"I participated in it from when
it started, and didn't think anything about it. Then in a few
years, it was me. Every year
now when I go I think of how
many of those sitting on the
other side will be over here like
me next year," she said.
Above all, Dukes said it is
important to make sure and keep
a heightened awareness of what
could happen.

Kirksey and Airport Road.
According to Elkins, the roadway is not expected to be completed by next week, but will be
completed by the end of the year
with a goal. Elkins said he has
talked to the contractor and the
compay has set a goal of having
the roadway finished by
Thanksgiving to avoid possible
bad weather later in the year.
"It's a- big event and it's something that almost didn•t get
funded," Elkins said.
The nbbon cutting is scheduled for 3:30 p.m. Ile public is
invited to attend.
Earlier this year, Beshear
ordered
the
Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet to make
finishing the roadway a priority.
T‘vo sections running from U.S.
641 to Coldwater have been
under construction for the pail
two years. Completion of the
entire Ky. 80 corridor is expected to aid in economic development in the Purchase Area as
well as streamline commuting
and other transportation growth
in the region.
In other action, magistrates
Eddie Clyde Hale, Connie
Morgan, Bobby Stubblefield
and Johnny Gingles approved a
resolution that will allow the
county to collect $230,000 from
the Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet to fund county road
pmjects. The funds will be used
to pave or repair sections of
roadway across the county.
Fiscal court is responsible for
the work, but will be reimbursed
costs up to $230,112.
Also, Calloway
County
Sheriff Bill Marcum announced
during the meeting that the
department will begin collecting
taxes at its new Olive Street
location beginning November 2.
The department is moving from

N1aple Street to a new location
inside the former Calloway
County Health Center building
at 701 Olive Street
ln other business, magistrates
• heard a report from
Calloway County Health Center
Site Manager Linda Cavin that
the first shipment of vaccine for
treatment of HIN I (swine) flu
virus will be given first to "high
nsk" groups such as pregnant
women, people that live with or
care for infants younger than six
months old, health care workers
and emergency medical personnel arid others. Weekly shipments are expected and the vaccine will be distributed to hospitals and medical providers.
Several clinics are planned.
• approved the appointment of
Teresa K. Betts to the Calloway
County Library Board and Joe
Ward to the Murray Calloway
Transit Authonty Board.
• declared content of the former Calloway County Health
Center building on Olive Street
as surplus property to be sold.
The health department, now
located on Memory Lane, was
honored during the meeting by a
resolution thanking administration and employees for serving
the medical needs of residents.
• set a date of Monday.,
November 16 at 5 p.m. for the
next meeting of the court in district couru-oom at the Calloway
County Judicial Center. Elkins
noted that members of the court
will be out-of-town for a meeting on the court's regularlyscheduled date, Tuesday, Nov.
IT and moved to conduct the
meeting the previous day.

Term Crier
NOTICE
• The Dexter-Almo Heights
Water District will meet
Monday, Nov. 2, at 6 p.m. at
the District Water Office at
351 Almo Rd. For more information call 753-9101 or 7531591.
• The Murray Board
Zoning Adjustments will meet
at
4:30
p.m.
today
(Wednesday) at City Hall.
There will be a public hearing
to review the dimensional
variance application for a 15foot side yard setback and a
25-foot rear yard setback
variance on a proposed building
for
C.A.
Jones
Management Group at 306
Andrus Dr. Officers will also
be elected.
•
The
Murray
Finance/Personnel
Committee will meet at 5:45
p.m. Thursday at City Hall
and will discuss approving
the bank to finance the purchase of a pumper for the fire
department. The Health
Insurance Committee will
meet at 6 p.m. to approve an
update for the insurance trust
and
the
Public
Works
Committee wil! meet at 6:15
p.m. to review and discuss
bids for a Safe Routes to
School project tor Murray
Independent Schools.
• The Murray City Council
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Thursday. Convention and
Visitors Bureau Director Erin

Ashley Flener. Circulation
irculationfsvnurravledgev.corn

ACIV()C.1 (4

Carrico will speak about the
Western Kentucky University
Mountain Workshop for photojournalism that will be coming to Murray and Greg
Carlton of Peel & Holland will
give a report regarding health
screenings for city employees.
The council will vote on a
resolution authonzing the city
to complete a hazardous participation certification four to
petition the Board of Trustees
of the Kentucky Retirement
Systems to approve hazardous position coverage for
the positions of Chief of
Police, Assistant
Police
Chief/Major, Police Captain,
Captain/Detective
Supervisor, Police Sergeant.
Detective,
Fire
Chief,
Assistant Fire Chief, Fire
Marshal, Fire Captain, Fire
Lieutenant and Fire Training
Officer.
The council will also vote
on appointing Jeremy Boyd
to fill the un-expired term of
Jason
Pittman
on the
Planning Commission, which
will last until Oct. 27, 2010.
There will also be a second
reading of an ordinance
enacting and adopting a supplement to the Code of
Ordinances
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916

• I 111110Wer1116111
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Obituaries

Wednesday, October 21, 2009 • 3A,

Obama cites high hopes for Afghanistan victory ,

Mrs. Mildred Ruth Thompson

WASHINGTON (AP) President Barack Obama on
Tuesday applauded Afghan
President Hamid Karzai for
accepting election fraud findings that invalidated nearly a
third of the votes cast for him in
August.
°barna said the breakthrough
offers new. hope that a credible
Kabul government will emerge
to partner with the L S. arid
NATO in battling a resurgent
Taliban insurgency and bloclung
al-Qarda's return.
Defense Secretary Robert
Gates sounded more pessimistic,
saying that the runoff election
would not solve the problem of
corruption in Afghanistan's goverrunent.
Obarna toid reporters that he
Mrs. Carol Compton
spoke by phone with the Afghan
Mrs. Carol Compton,66, Frankfort, died Saturday, Oct. 17, 2009, president after Karzai bowed to
at her residence. A native of Paducah, she was the daughter of the U.S. pressure and announced
late Polly. Anna Torian 'and Ivan Lovett.
that he agreed to a runoff elecShe was retired from Famier's Bank and was owner of Carol's tion Nov. 7, acknowledging that
Creative Things. She was a decorator with projects at the he fell short of a majority in the
AP
Burnt trucks are seen at the side of a road where they were targeted
Governor's Mansion, State Capital and the Derby Train, special first balloting.
by Taliban militants in
events coordinator, costume maker for the First United Methodist
The original vote count had Ghazni, Afghanistan. Taliban militants set fire to 15 trucks carrying supplies te a military base
Church annual Madngal Dinner and Yuletide Festival and a master put Karzai well above the 50 in eastern Ghazni province.
seamstress. She also was involved with making clothing for prema- percent mark he needed to be
"President Karzai and the White House, Obama praised American troops
fighting in
ture stillborns at Frankfort Regional Medical Center.
declared the outright winner, but other candidates have shown
the work of U.S. Ambassador Afghanistan.
Survivors include her husband, Gene C. Compton; one son, a U.N.-based investigation that they have the
interests of the Karl Eikenberry, who was
In an Associated Press telePatrick K. Compton, Frankfort and former student at Murray State determined that hundreds of Afghan people
at hears," °barna joined in talks in Kabul over the phone interview from Dubai,
University; one sister, Cynthia (Sissy) Bippert, Paducah; three thousands of his votes were said. "This
is a reflection of a weekend by Sen. John Kerry, the Kerry said Tuesday
that Kauai
brothers, Gary Lynn Lovett, Benton, Kennett: Owen Lovett, Calvert tainted. Until Tuesday it was conunitment to
the rule of law Massachusetts Democrat who had felt (deeply aggneved by
the
City, and Daniel Ward Lovett, Miami, Fla.; and several relatives in unclear whether Karzai would and the insistence
that the heads the Senate Foreign pressure put on him to accept
a
Calloway County.
accept the findings and agree to Afghan people's will should be
Relations Committee. Obama runoff and the implication of
The funeral was today (Wednesday) at 10:30 a.m. at First United a runoff.
dome." ln his remarks at the also acknowledged the work of Afghan incompeten
ce.
Methodist Church, Frankfort. Rev. Jack Brewer and Rev. Billy Ray
Jennings officiated. Pallbearers were Charles Bush, James Harry
Wilson, Bill Newman, Junior Lewis, Jirn Surbek and Donald
Jackson, active; Charlie Clark. Dr. Roger Strunk and Dr. Willis
McKee, honorary. Burial was in the Sunset Memonal Gardens.
WASHINGTON(AP)-- Top
In a statement. the major measure ready for ()barna', sig- purchase
insurance, thus assurLeCompte -Johnson-Taylor Funeral Home of Frankfort was in Senate Democrats intend to try industry trade group, America's nature
by the end of the year
ing insurers millions of new cusl
charge of arrangements. Online condolences may be made at ljtfu- to strip the health insurance Health Insurance Plans, said the
Progress has been slow, par- tomers.
industry of its exemption from industry already wa_s one of the ticularly
neralhome.com.
as Democrats squabble
The tone changed last week
federal antitrust laws, according most regulated in the country. over whether
to allow the feder- after the Senate Finanot
to congressional officials, the The focus on the industry's al
government to sell insurance Committee approved legislation
latest evidence of a deepening antitrust exemption, it said, was in
direct competition with pn- that exempted an estimated 2
struggle over President Barack "a political ploy designed to dis- vate insurers,
and if so, under million individuals from the
Obama's effort to overhaul the tract attention away from the what
terms.
requirement to purchase insurhealth care industry.
real issue of rising health care
Obania's rernarks appeared ance and greatly reduced the
If enacted, the switch would costs."
an attempt to place that and sim- penalties on those still subject ro
WASHINGTON (AP) - Obarna's ambitious health care mean greater
federal regulation
The move against the ilar disagreements in a larger the requiremen
House Democrats are aiming to plan and insurance companies for an
t.
industry that recently has antitrust exemption came as context
- a decades-long
scale back the cost of their who are dissatisfied with key stepped
up its criticism of por- Obama appealed to congression- attempt to provide
insurance for
health care bill to well below features of the legislation.
tions of a health care bill moving al Democrats not to let internal millions
who lack it while crackPresident Barack Obama's preThe House bill with the toward the Senate floor.
differences sink his comprehen- ing down on insurance industry
ferred pnce tag by giving the strong public plan would extend
Congressional officials said sive plan to remake the nation's practices
such as denying covergovernment a strong hand in coverage to 96 percent of unin- Senate
Majonty Leader Harry health care system. "The bill age on the basis
of pre-existing
selling insurance in competition sured Americans and signifi- Reid of
Nevada and Sen. Patrick you least like" improves cover- medical conditions.
with the private market.
cantly reduce budget deficits.
L.eahy of Vermont, chairman of age for millions, he said in New
Insurance industry officials
Obama has soughz'to spend
A $871 billion bill in the the Senate Judiciary Commiuee, York. "Let's make
sure that we have been involved in discusno more than $900 billion OVef a House would be in line with the arranged to
make the announ.ce- keep our eye on the prize."
sions for months with the White
10-year period. The initia! tsast leading Senate bill, the $829 bil- ment
Wednesday,joined by Sen.
After months of struggle. House and key congressional
of the House bill was more than lion measure approved last week Chuck
Schumer of New York.
Democratic leaders in the House Democrats over proposed legisSI trillion. Chi Tuesday. House by
the
Senate
Finance
The officials who disclosed and Senate hope to have legisla- lation. They repeatedly
said they
Democratic leaders received a Committee.
the plans did so on condition of tion ready for votes in both would
accept a series of new
new cost estimate of $871 bil•
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi anonymity to avoid pre-empting houses within
a
few
weeks.
and restrictions. as long as the legislion from congressional budget and other liberal lawmakers a formal
Sherwi
n-Will
iams
announcement.
plan
on having a compromise lation required Americans to
umpires who measured a robust have joined ()barna in calling for
version of a so-called public a public insurance prograrn as a
25% OFF
option for health insurance, way to drive down the costs of
according to a Democratic aide. insurance. Republicans have
The figures were preliminary opposed govertunent-run insurATLANTA (AP) - Swine reversed," said Schuchat, who states. Not
all states report labEnterprise
because no final decision on the imce and vowed to vote against a flu continues to be most danger- heads the CDC's National
confimsed swine flu cases to the
design of the public plan had bill establishing a public option. ous to kids and younger adults Center for Immunization and
Rent-A
-Car
CDC; some report "influenzabeen made, said the aide, who
Pelosi assembled Democratic and is largely bypassing the eld- Respiratory Diseases.
like illnesses" that may include
requested anonymity in dis- lawmakers Tuesday night to try erly. according to the latest and
The figures are sratilar to cases caused by other kinds of
15% OFF
cussing the bill because the to sell them on her preferred ver- most solid government health what the CDC saw in the spring,
viruses.
deliberations were private.
sion of the public plan, wttich information.
she said.
The count did not include a
Health officials on Tuesday
House Democrats worked on would link payment rates to
Many people 55 and older breakdown of how many were
GIVI Vehicles
their legislation as senior Senate providers to Medicare rates. plus released figures for swine flu have some degree of immunity pregnant
or had other health
Democrats signaled they intend an additional 5 percent for doc- hospitalizations and deaths for to the swine, flu virus, perhaps problems
that put them at higher
OFF
the seven weeks since the begin- from exposure decades ago to a risk
to try to strip the insurance tors.
for severe complications.
industry of its exemption from
Moderates have been con- rang of September. The informa- similar virus or vaccine. But the
The CDC does not have an
antitrust laws as part of an cerned that those rates are too tion comes from 28 states.
ability of the swine flu virus to exact count of all ttie U.S. swine
upcoming debate over health low and would hurt hospitals
It showed more than half of attack deep in the lungs seems to flu deaths
.Hotels
and illnesses since the
care.
and other providers particularly all hospitalizations were people also make it more dangerous to virus was first identified in
24 a_nd younger; more than a some of the younger people who April,
Senate Majority Leader in rural are.as.
10 but the agency says more
Harry Reid, D-Nev., and Sen.
Several lawmakerv said they quarter were ages 5 to 18 years. are infected, CDC officials say.
than 800 have died, including at
"Essentially, this is still a
Patrick Leahy. the Vermont were getting close to the 218The latest figures show about lea.st 86 children. Millions of
Comfort Inn
Democrat who chairs the Senate vote majority needed for the young person's disease," said 5,000 hospitalizations in 27 Americans
have been infected,
Quality Inn
Dr.
Anne Schuchat of the states for lab-confirmed swine although many
Judiciary
Committee, stronger version.
probably sufannounced plans to hold a news
'"That's certainly where a Centers for Disease Control and flu, and about 300 deaths in 28 fered only mild illness.
Econo Lodge
conference on the issue large majority of the caucus is," Prevention.
Wednesday along with Sen. said Rep. Chris Van HoIlen, DSwine flu deaths were conRodeway Inn
centrated in young and middleChuck Schumer. D-N.Y.
Md.
Days Inn
If approved. the change
Leaders in both the House aged adults. A third of all deaths
would bring the insurance and the Senate were trying to were people ages 25 through 49;
Ramada
industry under sracter federal finalize bills in time to begin another third were 50 to 64.
. InVcslmtlits,Since 1854
All
regulation.
Only
12
KY
percent
of deaths
State Parks
floor debate in the next several
While a 60-vote majority is weeks. Whether Senate Majonty occurred in elderly. That's a
and
more
ikely to be required for passage, Leader Harry Reid. D-Nev., stark contrast to the mughly 90
Dow Jones Ind Ars. -10112.8 • 27A
eM
- 0.02
he decision by top Democrats to would include a public insur- percent of deaths in the elderly
Air Products
-82.311 - 0.26
Wel
-.24.26+
seek a vote underscores the ance plan in the Senate version from seasonal flu, Schuchat said
Beltone Hearing
Kreger
at a Tuesday press conference.
intagonism that lately has was not clear.
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Mrs_ Mildred Ruth Ihompson, 83, Fulton, died Monday,
Oct. 19,
2(X/9. at 7:19 a.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center.
Mayfield.
A lifelong resident of Fulton, she had worked for the
former
Henry I. Siegel Clothing Company' and was a member of Mt.
Lon
Cumberland Presbytenan Church.
Preceding her in death were her husband. Delbert E. Thompson.
her parents, George and Beulah McCree Babb, and two brother..
LIMCS and Robert Babb.
Survivors Include one son, Tommy Thompson, Fulton; one
grandson, Bryan Thompson, Fort Wayne, Ind.; two great-grandchildren, Kaytlin Thompson and Shelby Thompson, and one brother.
Max Babb, all of Murray.
The funeral will be today (Weclriesday) at 2 p.m. in the Hornbeak
Funeral C'hapel. Fulton. Rev. James Lawson will officiate. Burial
will follow in the Mt. Zion Cetnetery. Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Online condolences may be made at www.hornbeakfuneralchapel.com. Expressions of sympathy may be made to Mt. Zion
Cemetery Fund, c/o Wayne Lawrence, 265 Wilson Rd.. Water
Valley, KY 42085.

Dems target insurance antitrust exemption

Dems push public option
to cut health care costs
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Campbellsville University
announces scholarship
recipients for 2009-2010
CAMPBELLSVILLE, Ky. -- Felicia Slack and a 2007 graduCampbellsville University has ate of Marshall County
High
announced the academic s-chol- School;
arship recipients for the 2009Bryan Walton of Benton,
2010 academic year s follows:
ecipient of an academic scholarJessica Johnson of Murray, ship, the son of Randy
and Patty
recipient of a Presidential Walton and a 2007
graduate of
Scholarship, the daughter of Marshall Cotuity High School;
Jinuny and Karon Johnson and a
Scholarship awards are based
2006 graduate of Calloway upon a students ACT
or SAT
County High School;
score combined with their GPA
Sara Kelly of Murray, recipi- and class rank.
ent of an academic scholarship,
Academic scholarships are
the daughter of Jim and Joetta awarded in various arnounts to
Kelly. and a 2007 graduate of students based on high school
Calloway County High School;
grade point average, ACT or
Joshua Madding of Benton, SAT scores and high school
recipient of an academic schol- ranking. The average academic
arship, a 2009 graduate of scholarship is $6,000.
Marshall County High School;
The Governor's Scholarship is
Laura Slack of Benton, recip- a competitive scholarship and is
-ent of an academic scholarship. open to students who have parthe daughter of Richie and ticipated in the Kentucky
Scholars Program.
FUN & FASHION Governor's
Recipients must have a 3.5 high
Ely D.K.. Ke-.11e9,,
school GPA and a 25 on their
ACE
The Presidential Scholarship
is a competitive scholarship
open to freshman with a 3.5
GPA and a 30-32 on their ACT
or a 1980-2160 on their SAT.
There are five Presidential
Scholarships awarded each year,
which are for up to full tuition.
Wraps and scarves are a big fashion item this s.-•sor,.
•••••••••••••••••••••••
Here is a simple guide on how to
a
... ••• 88111111111•1•• •
•
•
wear this seasons scarf.
.
•
Baby
1
simple loop is draped
a
loosely around the neck to fonn a
• Registry .
•
•
cowl and leave ends loose
„ Samantha Berto & ;Tames Benll
2. Under the collar is perfect for a
'
throw on look. but is also a busiAmy & Chad Wit
ness attire look.
•
7essie Bray & Edward kilt
a
3. Shawl wrap is flat around the
•
Amy
&
•
Brod
Bury
shoulders. Cross the ends and tie
•
loosely in front or on the shoulder.
4.21P & BrYan Coles
•
4. The Euro wrap is the most pop•
•
amnia & Brooks Cialickaley
•
•
ular "in style" look for this year.
4eatner Dowdy & Wayne Capps •
Take thc scarf fokl in half length
•
a.
arnama & Neal Earle
wise. Then drapc the doubled scarf
•
•
•
around the neck with loop hanging
•
...rdsey & erelt Edwards
•
on one sick and grab the two loose
Scram & Chat English
ends hanging down on the other
•
Neather k TJ
side. Nov.. grab the loose ends.
insen through the loop pulling
Enely & Scoff MI
•
diroug,h, adjusting as desired.
•
Ariee
&Jay Pad *melon
•
Then you'll be "all wrapped up!''
•
Lona & Join 411
We have a wonderful selection of
•
•
scarves and wraps for you, it is the
Mesty &
Holland
perfect gift that always fits
i4aley & Zech iioalead
•
Be sure to come in arid try on a
Shen &Ueda* Mushlenter
•
pair of French Dressing jeans. They
•
Otme & Jaw Kirks
are donating a $1.00 for each pair
tried on for breast cancer research.
, Jana & Stew Lax
•
It's not too early to come in and
Kassa & Derek McCallum
fill out your wish list for Christmas.
•
Nilson & Ovid Riley
will
It
be here before you know it.
a
•
Last Fnday our T.G.I.F. Sale was
Jessica & Trent Ringliaff
•
•
all detain 204- off. Check your
Tiffony Rogers &
Miller •
entails on T'hursdays to see what
•
•
Susan
&
Ryan
Stay
the special will be.
•
Shaman Thurroorat &Ina Honed
C ongratulations to Tammy
Brown who won tlie door pnzc last
Charm & Chre,
•
week
Brittany Worley & %bey Brewer •
New jewelry is arnving
Cute dentin jackets. vests and more
are here
More pants have arrived in sizes
12 to 18. We seem to be having a
run on these sires!
Sias tuned to nest week's Fun &
Fashion report
•
•
VOTED MURRAi •
•
m"'"
FAVORITE
•
•
' Malm
CLOTHING STORE
.14
4
115
• Charms Cloduag & Ara:sows
FAVORITE
•
LADIES CLOTHING 2004
OWNER:
Karen Allbrittcal Cain
•
.
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73rd Make A Difference Day
is scheduled on Saturday

snniuersary

The 73rd Make A Difference Day will be
Saturday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the parking lot of Murray State 1:niversity Rol
Stewart Stadium This day is also recognized
as National Make a Difference Day. The
Super Sluedder will be present along with a
scrap collection, sponsored by Calloway.
County Solid Waste Management.
Collected will be paper and cardboard ot
all type to benefit both resource centersc
Llon.s Club will collect eye glasses; WATCH
Jo's
Center will collect aluminum cans; Court
Datebook Appointed Special Advocates
(CASA) wilt
By Jo Burkeer
collect cell phones; Big Brothers/Big Sister(
Community
will have a bin for ink jet cartridges; JAI,:
Editor
Kevil will collect clothes; Police and Sherifrk
departments will take prescription drugs; Plastics, tin cans;
glass. used motor oil; paper and cardboard of all types to benefit both resource centers will be collected. Batteries will not be
collected.

Concerned Taxpayers to meet
The Concerned Taxpayers of Calloway (Tea Paity group) wiit
hear David Smart, executive of West Kentucky Electrtc Cooperative:
as speaker on "'The Cap and Trade Senate Bill" that will cost at leagiC
$1,700 per family, on Thursday at 6:30 p.m. in the community rooti
of Calloway County Public Library, according to Dan Walker, prcr:
gram chairman.

Evelanc

Laker Band plans rebate night
Calloway County High School Laker Band will have a rebate.
night from 4 to 9 p.m. today (Wednesday) at Backyard Burger.

1Vilbert and Darlirie Boeluner
Wilbert and Darline Boehmer of 307 Glendale Place, Murray,
will celebrate their 65th wedding anniversary on Saturday, Oct. 24,
2009.
The event will be from 2 to 5 p.m. at Immanuel Lutheran
Church, Murray. All relatives and friends are invited.
Tbe couple was married Nov. 27, 1944, at Zion Lutheran
Church, Alta Vista, Iowa. Their witnesses were Thelma Ptacek, sister of the groom, and Paul Ross, cousin of groom, both deceased.
Mrs. Boefuner is the daughter of the late Ernest and Fanrire
Tibbals. She retired from Sears in Waterloo, Iowa.
Mr. Boehmer is the son of the late Alex and Hazel Boehmer. He
retired from Viking Pump, Cedar Fails, Iowa.
They have two sons, Victor Boehmer and wife, Mary, Kensett,
Iowa, and Rodney Boehrner and wife, Sondra, Waterloo, Iowa, one
daughter, Ruth Westcott and husband, James, Cedar Rapids. Iowa;
seven grandchildren: 13 great-grandchildren, one great-greatgrandchild,

331r1A-

.ti.nouncernerils

Keatyn Marie Jones
Luke and Brittany Jones of
Murray are the parents of a
daughter, Keatyn Marie Jones,
born on Wednesday. Aug. 26.
2009, at 12:19 a.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
The baby weighed 7 pounds
12 ounces and measured 19 1/2
inches. A sister is Kylie Noel
Jones, 8
Grandparents are James and
Diane Jackson of Murray, and
Joe Pat and Parn Jones and
Karla Jones, all of Benton.
Great-grandparents
are
Maxine Jones and the late Joe
Pat Jones of Almo, Linda Mills
of Benton, Bill Mellon and the
late Frances Mellon of Puryear.
Tenn., Lillie Stow and the late
Bill Stow of Palmersville.

Murray Elementary School Learning Environment, Academic
Performance and Efficiency Committees will meet today
(Wednesday) at 2:45 p.m. at the school.

Alzheimer's group to meet
Alzheimer's Group will meet Thursday from 5:30 to 7 p.m. in the
Education unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital for a special
program on "Caring for the Caregivers and Helpful Tips to Prepare
for the Holiday Season." All interested persons are invited. For
information call Cindy Ragsdale, LSW, at 762-1296.

Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7 to 8 p.m:
at St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1877-447-2004.

TOPS Chapter will meet
TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
Library. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-6646.
Murray Rotary Club will meet Thursday at noon at Pagliai''i
Pizza. For rnore information contact Lance Allison at 753-5171. .:

•

Compassionate Fnends Support Group will meet Thursday at
7:30 p.m. in the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. This is a group for parents who have lost a child or young
adult through death. For more information call Chaplain Kerry
Lambert at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 731-498-8324.
Keatyn Marie loners
Tenn , and the late Paul and
Orna Jackson of Murray

Dannie Bailey of Clarkton, Mo.,
Jerry McCloud and Debbie
Rash of Caruthesville, Mo., and
Sandy Goodman and Bennie
and Trish Goodman, all of
Jacksonville, Ark.

SS representative here Thursday

A Social Security representative is scheduled to be at the
Calloway County Public Library on Thursday from 10:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. The representative will assist in filing claims. For more
information call toll fire at 1-800-772-1213 or the Mayfield office
at 1-270-247-8095.

Harbour Youth meeting Thursday

Calloway County High School Harbour Youth Services Center
will have an advisory' council meeting Thursday at 3:15 p.m. at the
Youth services center office at the school. The public is invited.
Barbara Hendon is coordinator of Harbour YSC.

FLAG PRE
MP Co. pre!
Methodist C
support dur
honor ovel
Freedom 2(
the UMW

yaw

Portfolio copies being released

Calloway County High School 2009 wnting portfolio copies are
now being released. These documents may be picked
up in roont
303 at the school Monday through Friday between 9:30 and 11:34i1
a.m. prior to Oct 30

In honor of Breast Cancer Awareness Month, Elements will hose
.
Chhstmas Sneak Pink from Oct. 23 through Oct. 31. Choose your
discount. During this week customers can choose
their discounts of4
the pink tree with discounts ranging from 10 to
30 percent off. At
portion of the proceeds from Christmas Sneak Pink
will go to the
Vera Bradley Foundation for Breast Cancer.
Elements is located a
1205 B Chestnut St. , Murray.

Angel Alert issued

5467 St. Root* 121 North •(270)439-2219
Kameron B. Goodman

An Angle Alert has been issued for an electric refrigerator
for ri
family. Anyone having one to donate call the Calloway County
Family Resource Center at 762-7333.

(Tupelo, MS)
SERVICE SCHEDULE

Potluck Meal Sunday Mortting Following Services

Need Line
items neede
pantry. Tbe;
tuna, spina(
veggies, po
roni and che
tamales. chil
ern beans,
spagheni sa
and salmon I
veggies. fruit
for freezer/c
bar soap, t

Compassionate Friends will meet

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST

9.30 a.m.
10:15 a.m.
1.30 p.m.
TOO p.m.

Need

Amencan Legion Post 073 will meet Thursday at 7 p.m. at the
Legion Veterans' Hall, 310 Bee Creek Dr.. Murray. All wives of
Post /73 members are invited to attend this meeting. First District
President of the American Legion Women's Auxiliary will have a
charter for members of a new Post #73 Auxiliary to sign. For more
information call Post Commander Amos McCarty at 293-1320 or
761-5709.

GOSPEL MEETING
October 25-29
Troy McNutt

Allie Ma
approaching
The vow
Sugar Creek
A recepti
All relati
The couple

Rotary Club will meet
American Legion Post 73 to meet

Kameron Brooklynn Goodman
Mr. and Mrs Brian Goodman
are the parents of a daughter,
Karneron Brooklynn Goodman.
born on Friday, Oct. 2. 2009, at
9:37 a.m. a Murray-Calloway'
County. Hospital.
The baby, weighed 7 pounds
and measured 19 3/4 inches
The mother is the former Ken
McCloud. A sister is Kiera
Nicole Goodman,
Grandparents are Sarah and

MES committee to meet

Elements supports foundation

Sunday Morning Bible Study
Sunday Morning Worship
Sunday Evening Worship
Monday-Thursday

Murray
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Eveland and Byrarn

Pahnisano and Dillard

Allie May Vance Eveland and David H. Byram Jr. announce their
approaching marriage.
The vows will be said on Saturday, Nov. 7, 2009, at 1 p.m. at
Sugar Creek Baptist Church, Faxon Road, Murray.
A reception will follow at the church.
All relatives and friends are invited to join in their special day.
The couple requests that guests not bring gifts.

Calvin and Judith Clark

Terry and Beverly Palmisano of Pulaski, Ill., announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Crystal
Palmisano of Pulaski, to Howard Dillard Jr. of Clinton, son of
Howard and Frances Dillard Sr. of Clinton.
The bride-elect received her bachelor's degree in psychology
from Murray State University in 2004 and is now taking graduate
work in the school counseling program at MSU. She is coordinator
of Kentucky Foster & Adoptive Parent Training Support Network
through Murray State.
The groom-elect received his bachelor's degree in 2004 from
Murray State University. He is a deputy sheriff in Calloway County
and is assistant men's basketball coach at Mid-Continent University
in Mayfield.
The wedding will be Saturday, Nov. 14, 2009, at 4 p.m. at
Murray First Christian Church with Pastor Buster Johnson officiating. Soloist will h..: Wynita Dillard.
Anita Palmisano of Pulaski, Ill.. will be the maid of honor.
Bridesmaids will be Nier.ole Thurston of Haubstadt, Ind., Bobbi
Kay Fox of Mounds, Ill., Tanira Dillard of Paducah and Christina
Dillard of Clinton.
Shawn Knox of Nashville, Tenn., anti Allen Cruse of Murray will
be best men. Groomsmen will be lake Falmisano of Decatur, Ill.,
Bo Alexander of Tanuns, Ill., and Chad Holliman of Germantown,
Tenn.
A reception will follow at the Murray Woman's Club house,
Murray. All relatives and friends are invited.

Calvin and Judith Clark celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary on October 3, 2009. They were married on October 3, 1959 in
Juarez, Mexico.
They are the parents of four children, Joseph Clark and wife,
Margaret, Jeffrey Clark and wife, Teri Jo, Pamela Collier and husband, Richard, and Misty Clark and the grandparents of five grandchildren.
Mr. Clark is a retired United Methodist Minister and Mrs. Clark
is retired from the Muffay City School District.
They enjoyed an anniversary celebration dinner at Columbus
Belmont Park with their family and friends. As a gift from their
children. the couple enjoyed a Caribbean cruise on the Royal
Caribbean International. "Majesty of the Seas".

Need Line listed items needed
Need Line has issued a list of
items needed to replenish the
poultry. They are green beans,
tuna, spinach, carrots. mixed
veggies, pork & beans, macaroni and cheese, crackers. soup.
tamales, chili, pinto and northem beans, instant potatoes,
spaghetti sauce and spaghetti.
and salmon for the pantry; eggs,
veggies. fruit, hot dogs and milk
for freezer/cooler; dish liquid,
bar soap, toilet paper, tooth

paste, tooth brushes for children
and adults, shampoo and baby
diapers size 4 and 5 for personal
hygiene and cleaning supplies;
Poptarts, single serve size cereal
boxes and pudding cups, and
lunch size brown paper bags for
Back Pack Program; large
brown paper bags. These items
may be taken to the Need Line
building at 638 South Fourth
St., Murray, between 10 a.m.
and 4 p.m.
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FLAG PRESENTATION: MSG Tim Alton, left, of the 223rd
MP Co. presented an Amencan flag to Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women thanking them for their prayers and
support during his tour in Iraq. The flag had been flow)in their
honor over the MNC-1 Headquarters during Operation
Freedom 2008-09. Pictured right is Toni Jones, president of
the UMW.

lox ME IPA

First District U.S. Cong. Ed
Whitfield, Kentucky Secretary
of State Trey Grayson. State
Senator Ken Winters, State
Representatives Steven Rudy
and Brent Houseinan and other
GOP Candidates seeking election in 2010 will be guests at the
Calloway County Fall GOP
Picnic Saturday from 3:30 to
5:30 p.m.
The event honors Ronald
Reagan and will be held at the
practice football field behind
Roy Stewart Football Stadium.
The BBQ dinner is free and

open to Republicans throughout
the first district.

Cancer Awareness
event planned
JACKSON, TENN.-The Jackson Elks Lodge 192 is sponsoring a breast cancer awareness walk to benefit the breast cancel
awareness fund at the West Tennessee Healthcare Foundation.
'The walk will be Sunday at 28 Eriecutive Dr. Registration begins
at 1 p.m. and the walk is from.
2 tog p.m, Food, T-shirts and fellowship are all part of the fun. A traveling trophy will be presented tc
the team who raises the most money.
For more information call Kay Pruett at 731-424-1583 or 731695-3465.
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Pre-Christmas Savings - Special Diamond Earring Sale!!
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LBL late fall and winter operation schedules announced

719edoliny

GOLDEN POND, Ky -Visitor facilities at Land
Between The Lakes (LBL)
Nauonal Recreation Area will
begin their late fall and winter
operation
schedules
in
November.
The
Homeplace
and
Woodlands Nature Station wiil
be open Wed.-Sat., 9am-5pm
and Sun., 10am-5pm during
November. The Homeplace.
Nature Station, and the North
and South Welcome Stations
will be closed Thanksgiving
Day, and all of December,
January,
February.
and
However. The Homeplace and
Nature Station will offer vanciu
guided pmgrams, Including the
popular Bald Ewele Van Tours
and Boat Excursions.
The Golden Pond Planetarium
will
operate
Wed.-Sun.,
November 1-25, then remain
closed until Dec. 3. The holiday favorite, "Tis the Season,"
and "A Story of Christmas" is

being offered at the Planetarium
Thurs.-Sun., December 3-20.
If groups wish to be scheduled
Mon.-Wed., arrangements may
be made by calling 270-9242020. After this period, the
Planetarium will be closed
through the end of February.
These shows are presented in
breathtaking, full dome views of
the simulated night skies and
celestial evenfis using the latest
in digital imaging technology.
The Elk & Bison Prairie
remains open year-round, as
does the Golden Pond Visitor
Center (with the exceptions of
Thanksgiving, Christmas, and
New Year's Day). The winter
months offer the best chance of
viewing elk.
t.he colder and
shorter days draw the elk out
later in the morning and earlier
in the afternoon to feed.
While the developed campgrounds Hillman Ferry, Piney,
and Energy Lake will be closed
beginning Dec. 1, 2009,

campers will find all six fee lake
access (self-service) camping
areas and all backcountry areas
open throughout the winter.
Wranglers Campground and
Turkey Bay OHV Area, as well
as the hiking and biking trails,
will also remain open throughout the winter unless inclement
weather causes the facilities to
be closed. During times of
excessive wet conditions, it is
recorrunended that visitors "Call
Before You Haul." Please call
270-924-2000 and press 3 for
updates on weather related closures or visit our website at
http://www.lbl.org/TrailsUpdate
.html.
Facilities will re--open on Mar.
I , 2010, with a vast array of
springtime activities and programs.
Land Between The Lakes is
managed by the Forest Service,
U.S. Department of Agriculture,
in partnership with Friends of
LBL, to provide public lands

outdoor recreation and environmental education. LBL information and maps are available
on our website at www.lbl.org
or by calling 1-800-LBL-7077
or 270-924-2000. We encourage visitors to review our website each season, and throughout
the season. for our Calendar ot
Events, updates on programs
and policies, and temporary trail
and road closures. You can find
out more about Friends of LBL
www.fnendsoflbl.org.
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Enochs and Byrum
Miss Amanda Nordene Enochs, daughter of Mrs. Pat Bray ot
Murray, and Richard Dennis Byrum, son of Richard Byrum of
Ridgeway. S.C., and Mr. and Mrs. Tony Bartlett of Franklin, were
married Wednesday, Sept. 9, 2009, at Immanuel Lutheran Church.
M urray.
The Rev. Dr. Chad Foster, pastor of the church, performed the
double nng ceremony before an altar decorated with purple bearded
irises, white roses and lighted tapers.
The bride, given in mamage by her brothers, Barry West Thacker
Jr. and Billy John McLaren, wore a gown of white satin fashioned
with a satin tuft full skirt. Her veil of illusion was held in place with
a pearl and diamond studded tiara. She carried a bouquet of purple
bearded irises and white roses with a pearl studded handle. Her jewelry was matching diamond earrings and necklace plus a silver
bracelet borrowed from her grandmother. Nordene L.ouise Lorson.
Mrs. Jeremy Walker, cousin of the bride, was matron of honor
and Miss Krystiil Reed was maid of honor. Both wore gowns of
regency purple satin and each carried a bouquet of purple bearded
irises and white roses.
Jeremy Walker of Murray was best man arid Jesse Keyes was
groomsman.
Juin' Wynn Foster was flower girl and Jensen Julius Burriss was
ring bearer.
The bride's mother wore a dress of purple jersey and the groom's
mother wore a pale purple crepe dress. Both wore corsages of irises and roses.
A reception, catered by the bride's sister, Kimmie Jo Dawn Bray,
followed at the church. TWFide's great-grandmother's crystal cake
dish was-esed for the lilt
- 01M wedding cake topped vfith a cryilial
•It
bride and groom.
—air
The couple spent theiThoneymoon in St. Louis, Mo.
The bride will graduate from Murray State University with a
bachelor's degree in social work. Mr. Byrum graduated from
Daviess County in 2005.
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GUEST SPEAKER: Mike Sykes, Murray-Calloway County
Parks Pool Manager. spoke to members of the Murray Rotary
Club at a recent meeting at Pagliai's wrth an overview of the
pool programs, plans for the future, and general information
on the City Park and all the events going on there.

$7499
AFTER MAIL-IN REBATE
Sts.. !,aif-ns !_f
AIM Pininotion card math inteenian S2ta/mo
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SAMSUNG IMPRESSK)N •
Slide-out full keybOard
3.0 megapotet camera with 3x zoom

TO MN Valued Customers..
The time has come for me to branch out on my own
again. 1 want to thank youfor allowing me to groom your
pet for the last two years at Westside. 1 have chosen to
continue what love and what I have donefor the past 19
years. and that is Mobile Pet Grooming. Ifeel that mobile
grooming provides the ultimate in pet care, allowingfor a
stress free envimnment for your pet and myself. I would
be honored to continue providing quality grooming service at your home or business in my pmfessional grooming
van. For detailed information, you can visit my website
at: %%W.rourmobilegroomercom, or contact me at(270)
978-2872 to schedule an appointment. Open M-F, 7-7;
Sat. 9-/.
Again, thank you and 1 hope to see you again soon.
Sincerely, Diane Jackson
- A Cut Above Mobile Pet Gmoming

FREE SHIPPING

1.866.MOBILITY - ATT.COM
Jet corporate or government sales. cal (27.11./.44406112
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www.yourrnobilegroomencom

By Appt: 270-978-2872
M-F 7am-7 pm,Sat.9 am-1 pm
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RadioShack,

'AT&T imposes a Regulatory Cost Recovery °urge of up to 25 to help defray costs Smarm, in complying
with obligations and Merges rnposed by State and Friend Mennen
regulator State and federal Universal Service charges, end surcharges for governmeni assessments on AT&T. These
fees re not uues ot goverrewint-moured dirges
Coverage is not available in all areas See coverage map at stores for detats Urrated-time offer Other conchnons & resInctiorts
apply See contract & rate plan brochure tot details Subsonber
MUS1 Alf & have a maim addr Odin /Jars owned weeless networt coverage area
Up to S36 act& fee applies Ebapment price & aval may wary by nvh & fnay not be essUble from
',dependent retallers 50% off clam based on after-rehate pnce writ 2-yea agreertient Early Teminelion
Fer. None if cancelled in the first 30 days, but up to S35 restociong fee may appty to
6qu,prne,t returns thereafter up to $125 Some agents impose addi fees Unlinked mice sweat Unitd yore svcs
are prowled solely for hve dialog between two indwduats tic additional
diuounn are avaelabte with unlink* plan Mal Usagt if your men of use fincluding onitd svcs1 on other camers nehvorks
refire usagel dumg any two consecutive months exceed your
offiel lsage allowance AT&T may at its option terrnmate you,svc. derw your contd use of °die cameo coverage. or
change your plan to one
'
,young usage charges fa offner usage Your
cline( usage allowance is qua to the lesser of 150 miss or 40% of tne Anytime mans skid loth your plan Idata diner usage atlowance
f5 the lesser of 6 mB or 20% of the KB ricia mai your
alanl AT&T Promotion Cart Samsung Solstice pnce before AT&T Promotion Card. riummuth SIO/rno messaging plan & with 2-yeiv
contract n S99 99 Samsung Imp-ession once before AT&T
Promotion Card. mnimurn S20/mo messageng plan & *sr 2-year contract is $124 99 Wow 60 dafs for fulftUnent Card may be used
only the US 6 rs rabid for IX days after issuance date ter
is not redeemable for cash 6 cannot be used for cast! vorthdrawal AThts or automated gasohne pumps Card
request must be postmacked by 12/11/09 I you rust be a customer for 30
consecutive days to recewe card Sales tax calculated based on pnce
unactivated equipment C2009 Samsung Telecommunvabons America 1.1C Samsung ts a resistered trademark al
Samsung Oectonss 4menca Inc and rts related entrbes taceboos n a trackman. of Facebook Inc C2009 AT&T !ntellectual Property Semce
provided by AT&T Mobrty All nghts reseived AT&T!
the AT&T logo ard all other marks contained herein are trademarks of AT&T Intellectual Property and/or AT&T affilsated comprises All other
marks contaned herein are the property of their
respective ostlers
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HEALTH SKILLS CLASS: The Health Care Skills class from
Murray/Calloway County Area
Technology Center is training as nursing assistants. Several
students are preparing for their
college career in such areas as radiology, nursing, and vetehna
ry services. They will eam
three hours of college credit through West Kentucky Community
and Technology. College after
completing the Medicaid Nurse Aid program. Pictured from
left to right (first row): Kelsey
Newberry, Taylor Satterwhite, Melissa Shoulberg, Brenna Quinn,
Cherie Dickson; (second
row) Jackie Metcalf, Shelley Green, Martha Ruch, Chelsea
Boyd; (third row) Brittany
Reynolds, Maha Speed, Jade Cox, Melanie Dodd;(fourth row)
Josh Chambers, Lindsey Pace,
Kysha Adams, Natasha Duncan, Samantha Tinsley, Christina
Veach, Amberiee Bullock, Erica
Bartus, and Ryan Alexander. Not Pictured is Aaron Ennis.

Photo prowled
HOMECOMING RIJN: Murray-Calloway County Hospital
employees Dr. HW Ford (left), Don
Steffay. Rebecca Wright, Sherry Cnttendon and Keith Travis
recently teamed together to run
in Murray State University's Homecoming Run.

Lovett named MGMA president

Lovett

Special to the Ledger
Sarah J. Lovett, Practice Administrator of Primary
Care Medical
Center. was recently named President of the Purchase
Area Medical ,
Group Management Association(MGMA).
Founded in 2008. the Purchase Area MGMA is affiliated
with the
Kentucky Medical Group Management Association (11CMG
MA) and •
the National MGMA.
The National MGMA was founded in 1926. The mission
of
MGMA is to advance the art and science of medical group
manage- :
ment to improve the health of our communities. As the largest
professional organization for practice managers and administr
ators,
MGMA is the recognized voice of the profession.
Meetings of the Purchase Area MGMA are held each month
on the
second Thursday of the month. At each meeting, an educational
session with a topic relevant to practice management is presented
.
Some meetings offer nationally recognized speakers. For
more
information, about meetings and locations, please visit the Purchase
Area MGMA's website www.purchasemgroa.org

Cardiologist moves office
Special to the Ledger
Tyrone L. Daniels, M.D..
FACC, Cardiologist
with
Physician Specialists cc Murray,
re-located to his new office on
Tuesday. Dr. Daniels and staff
will remain in the West Wing of
the Medical Arts Building, however, will now be located in
Suite 282 W.
Daniels has been a member

of the medical staff at MurrayCalloway County Hospital since
October of 2008. He is Board
Certified in Internal Medicine
and
Cardiology,
Adult
Transthoracic Echocardiography
and Cardiac CTA. Dr. Daniels is
a Fellow of the American
College of Cardiology and is a
member of the American
Society of Nuclear Cardiology.

Giving babies Tylenol may
blunt H1N1 vaccines' effects
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MARILYNN MARCHIONE
AP Medical Writer
Giving babies Tylenol to prevent fever when they get childhood vaccinations may backfire
and make the shots a little less
effective.
surprising
new
research suggests.
It is the first major study to tie
reduced immunity to the use of
fever-lowering
medicines.
Although the effect was small
and the vast majority of kids still
got enough protection from vaccines, the results make "a compelling case" against routinely
giving Tylenol right after vaccination, say doctors from the
U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention.
They wrote an editorial
accompanying the study, published in Friday's issue of the
British medical journal, Lancet.
The study only looked at preventive use of Tylenol — not
whether it is OK to use after a
fever develops.
Tylenol or its generic twin,
acetaminophen, is widely recommended as a painkiller for
babies. Many parents give it
right before or after a shot to
prevent fever and fussiness. and
some doctors recommend this.
The CDC's vaccine advisory
panel says it is a reasonable
thing to do for children at high
risk of seizures, which can be
triggered by fevers
However, fever after a vaccine
isn't necessarily bad — it's a natural part of the hody's response.
Curbing fever. especially the
first time a baby gets a vaccine,

also seems to curb the immune
response and the amount of protective antibodies that are made.
the new study found.
It was led by military and government scientists in the Czech
Republic and was done at 10
medical centers in that Eastern
European country.. It involved
459 healthy infants, 9 to 16
weeks old, who were getting
vaccines against polio, pneumonia, meningitis, whooping
cough, tetanus, hepatitis and
other childhood diseases.
Half were given three doses of
Ca1pol, or paracetamol — a
Tylenol-like brand sold in
Europe — dunng the first day
after vaccination. The others
were given nothing besides the
vaccines.
Babies given the painkiller
were significantly less likely to
develop a fever — 42 percent
versus 66 percent of the others
— and very few in either group
developed a high one.
However, lower rates of protective antibody levels from several vaccines were seen in the
group given the drug. Levels
remained significantly lower in
this group after booster vaccines, given when the babies
were 12 to 15 months old.
Next. the researchers looked at
10 other vaccine studies and
found sonic supporting evidence
that using Tylenol to prevent
fevers at the time of vaccination
may curb immune system
response rates. The same may
not be true of using the drug to
treat fevers after they develop.

Photo prowled
25 YEARS: Drs. Bob and Joyce Hughes celebrated 25 years
of practice in Murray recently
with their original employee from 1984, Paulette Irvan (picture
d at left). Irvan is stilt an employee of Phmary Care Medical Center, and she is often the first person
patients encounter as they
enter the practice. To honor lrvan for her dedication and service
to the practice and community, the physicians of Primary' Care Medical Center present
ed her and her husband with an
all-expense paid trip to Las Vegas.

American
Society
of
Echocardiography, Association
of Black Caidiologists and
Society of Computed Cardiac
Tomography. The number at
Daniels' new office at 762-1580.
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%Mace Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill
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by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday
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C0110‘014WILALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00322
CMMORTGAGE,INC

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Are= No 09-CI-0024e
PLAINTIFF,

VS NOTICE OF SALE
DARREL 0 NEIDIGH IV
A/KA DARREL 0 NEIDIGH, II
AMBER R NEIDIGIL ET AL

DEUTSCHE BANK NATIONAL TRUST COMPANY,
AS TRUSTEE FOR BCAPB LLC TRUST 2007-AB1.
AN'TONIO SABATO,

By virtue of•Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit
Court 00 September 14. 2009, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment
cf the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $88,328.55, I shall proceed
to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in
the City of Murray. Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder,
at public
aucnoo on Thursday, November 5, 2009. at the hour of 10.00•m
local time, or
thereabout, the
following described property. located in Celloway County, Kentucky,
with its
acidness been
7121 State Route 94 West, Murray KY 42071 and being more
eartinilarly
described aa followe
Tract 1
'Beguming in the miter of the State Highway No 94 in Lynn Gro
re, Kentucky,
et E.E Dottglaa's N corner and the NW corner of the land herein
conveyed.
thence South 38E4 feet to•stake; thence East 121-1/2 feet to
a stake. theme
North 266 feet: thence West 51 V2 feet, thence North 47 feet;
thence East 29
Met, thence North 99 feet to the center of the state highway,
thence West with
the center of the highway 141 feet to the beginning corner EXCEPT
that portion
Masud lot deeded to the Commonwealth of Kentucky for state
inghway right of
ay'
Trart 2
'A pout of the SE Qr Of Section 33, T.2.R.3.East Begunung st the
N.E comer
of the Gordon Crouch lot, it being the NE corner of the notante
floor on the
South side of State Highway No 94, thence South with said concrete
end
Crouch's line 6 poles. thence West 1-3(4 poles thence Sotrth
2-3.4 poles; thence
East 2-1/2 poles to•stak.e, thence North
8-34 poles to the center of Highway. thence (nth said highway West
to the
beginning
Tract 3

A part M the SE Qr Of S
T.2.R.3 gest beginning at•stake i• the canter at
•State the N.H. corner of the JC Beaman 3hop lot- thence South with
Goyim
Story & JC Beaman line 8-3'4 poles to•stake in Gordon Crouch
line: thence.
Wart one rod to•stake in Gordon C.rouch Line. thence North about
8-3ie polee to
the center of State Road. therms East 1 rod to the point of beginning,
it being
the remainder of the JC Beaman Shop lot'

The oforemennocied property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis
of 30 dart
but If sold on a credit of 30 days the purchaser shall be required to deposit
with
the oommisnoner onedlurd of the purchase price, with the balance
to be paid in
two equal uortallments hill within thirty ,30 days, with sufficient surety
bond,
bearing interest at 12(4 per annum from the date of sale until paid,
and 11illy
due and payable in thirty t301 days A lien shell be retained m the property
se
additional security All delinquent ULM* shall be aotertmned and
paid, but shall
be sold mined to the current year ad valorem taxes
nue 15th day of October. 2009
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARICER
Master Commissioner
Cello aay Circuit Cotut

COODIONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY cm=COURT
Civil Action No. 09-C1-00196
PLAINTIFF

VS NOTICE OF SALE
BOBBY JOEL TRF.ADWELL. AND
JANICE 8 TREADVIELL

DEFENDANTS

Except any interest in the coal, oil. gas and other minerals underlying
the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyance
s and all
rights and easements tn favor of the mate of said coal, oil, gae and other
minerals, if any
Being the same property conveyed to Antonio Sabato by deed from
Kenneth
Lorman, et us . dated D•C. 27, 2006, in Book 676. P•ge
in the office of the
Cleric of the Calloway County C,ourt.

Subject to all restrictions. conditions requirements and emernent•
as set out In
the Deed from United States of America lkimiesese Valley Authority of record
in
Book 103. Page 607. Book 103. Page 479. Book 103. Per 483, and Book 103.
Page 487, in the Calloway County Clerk's Office in Murray, Kentucky
Being the same property conveyed tto Bobby Joel Treadwell. . and vote, Janice
Sr
S Treaderell, by deed from KY Land Partners, LLC, dated September
28, 2006,
of record in Book 687, Page 46, in the office of the Clerk
of the Calloway C-otinty
Court
The aforementioned property shell be sold on a cash or credit baste of
30 days.
but if .1d on credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required CO deposit
voth
the commimioner tan percent of the purchase price, with the balance be
to
paid
in full within forty-five (461 days. with sufficient surety, beanng interest at
12o,
per annum from the date of sale until pard. and fully due and payable in fortyfive
days A hen shall be retained on the property as additional security Ail
delinquent tame shall be aecertamed and paid. but shall be sold subject to
the
current year ad valorem tense
This 16th day of October. 2009
Reepectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

In Honor of
JB Burkeen

Ord? $11 per spot • Ione person. 20 word /Jinni
Double spots: $18 • 140 word Iltaiti

Daadlite: Wednesday, Ilarentber
ot 5:00
•11
1-1E1)(;ER &TIMES

Classified Dept. 753-1916

The aforeinenuoned property shall be sold on a earth or credit bans of
30 days.
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the pure_haser shall be requirect
to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent of the purchase prim, with the beilance
to be paid
in full within thirty ., 30) days, with sufficient surety. bearing intermit
at 12n per
annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due and payable
in thirty '30,
days. A lien shall be retained on the property as addinonel security
All delinquent teem shell be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to
the current year ad valorem taxes
'llux 15th dey of October, 2009
Respectfully submitted,

"Come Join a Winning Team"

MAX St, PARKER

Mester COITIM114101301/
Calloway Circuit Court

NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS
FOR ALL POSITIONS

REWARD OFFERED

HALLOWEEN
COSTUME RENTALS
S15.00- $30.00 for 2
nights
Adult sizes
Rita's Neat Repeats
605 S.12th St.
Fall Clothes 20% off
NOME
Advertisers era
requested to check
tho first Insertion of
itseir ad for any
error, Murray Ledger
Times will be
responsible for only
one Incorrect Insertion. Any error
should be
reported lmstiodietlely ao oorrectlons can
be made.

Have you seen me?
Sardy, brown hair
Answers to Cawood.
Last seen in the New
Providence/New
Concord area.
Saturday morning
Oct.17th. Call 293-1873
or 75.3-6160 if you have
information.

MURRAY
STATE UNIVERSITY

KFC
205 N. 12th St
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-7101
Let us combine over forty years of proven restauran
t
success with your experience to a make a new
addition to our restaurant family.
General Managers and Assistant Manage
rs
Starting Salary
depends on experience
PrGmotions From Within
Medical & Dental Plans
401 K

Paid Vacation
Must Pass Background Checks
Bonuses

Shift Leaders, Cashiers & Cooks
Excellent Starting Salary

Legal Assistant, Office of General Counsel,
Murray State University. Full-tune, 12 month,
Promotion.s ifithtn
Must Pass Background Checks
non-tenure track position to begin November
40IK
2009. Qualifications: Associate's degree
required, Bachelor's degree preferred. Must
Apply:
possess strong organizational and office skills,
At KFC restaurant.
including typing. computer processing, and
or
scanning documents: initiative. multi-tasking,
Send resume to.
and working independently are required Must
Attn: Philip Marshall
have strong analytical skills anti be detail and
807 25th Ave E Tuscaloosa, AL 35404
task oriented. Excellent communication skills,
marshall(Omfkfc.com
both wntten and oral, are required. Must be
comfortable using available resources to
search for various forms of data. The willing060
ness and ability to work occasional extended
1
hoots or weekends is required Familiarity
1
with the organization (if Murray State
DENTAL Office in the
University is preferred Responsibilities:
Pans Camden area is 1
Initial gathenng and asseYYment ol data and
seeking highly motivat- 1
records, preparation of correspondence. iegal
ed. canng. people per- 1
documents, and memoranda. organizing and
son for the position of
maintaining files and sub-files, file legal itiku1
dental
assistant
ments using the U.S. District Coun's
Experience is required 1
MI MAI
Electronic Case Files system, monitoring conand registration is pretractor .7.ompliance with state equal emplosferred Work histori
LEDGER &TIMES
nacre hiring reqturernents by gathering anti
and references must 1
assessing data regarding employee dem..
be Included in resume
1 Home Delivery
Local Nag
graphics, review and Initiate the routine pro
Attn: Amanda Burrow. I lam.-630.
,caomio
041
cessing of Open Records Requests. and !aher
405 Tyson Ave Suite I 6 um -$4.6
.06 3 au'•-'
48
.
41/
adirunistrative duties. Application I/eadline:
A, Paris, TN 38242.
I 1 yr..
$105 00 I***.--$
631.
Postmarked by November 6. 2009. To
1 yr..---..$110.60
4
_
Apply: Send letter of application, rtsume. and
I
DISCLABIER
contact information for three pr.)fessional ref
I Rest of KY/TN
AR Odor Ilida
When accessing the
ow...11•Ch••••1
cremes to: Search Committee Chair. Office ol
I
-help wanted- section
General Counsel. 100 Pogue Library Bldg..
on our classifieds
I 3 ma.-$70.56 t3so.
-MO
Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071-webpage at
-100.4141 6 am -.-106.611
I 6 as..
3341. Women and minorities are encouraged
1
yr.mumyledger com.
SIMS 1 yr.-.61416.40
I
to apply. Murray. Staff University. is an equal
you wall be redirected
I
education and employment opportunity'.
to orlonetwork.com
1 Cheek
Money Order
Visa
sit
M/FID. AA employer
By default.
1
Plurray and local JOI5
Name
1
!owls will epoear on
1 St. Address_
this website
1 .
However as a national
City
1
webson not all listings
State
1
on the jobnetwork.com
Zip
_
I
are placed through
Daytime Ph
the Money Ledger
I '
Mail this coupon vrith payment to:
& Times Please call
I
us if you have any
1
Murray Ledger & Times
questions regarding
1
P.O. Box 1040
the Murray area
1
Please No Phone Calls
Murray, KY 49071
rob listings Thank you
I
Or call 12701 753-1916
a.

"Pftnid

following deecnbed property lociated in Calloway County, Kentucky, aiN being
more particularly described as follows:

Subject to comnanu and restrictions for WESTERN SHORES recorded in
Book
643, Page 416, anser.ded in Book 641. Page 786. in the Calloway C runty Clerk's
Office in Murray. Kentucky

November II, 2009
T-4 US Army
1943-1946
We are proud of your
service to our country
during WVI/li
Your Family

Sith( rthe to the

THE Murray Ledger it
Times considers Its
sources reliable. but
inaccontcles do ocour.
Readers
thie
information do so at
their
owr
risk.
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable. The
Murray
Ledger
&
Times, nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities

using

L

Free Pallets

Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve

FIREF
Wanted.
good sr
school. rt
benefits,
HS grads
Cali moi
777-6289

FULL OF
bousekee
Plaza LoC
person •
No phoni
MARKET!
Pleasant
easy phor
• seilong
FuIVPart-ti
Work Mon
$7.25-$16
Paid Weel
762-9900

Saha& 6644/ Teleran&
A TRIBUTE TO VETERAN'S DAN

DEFENDANTS

The above described Lots 586, 686, Se7 and 688 are conveyed end transferre
d
subject to all protective covenarda. seetnotiona. easemenuo reservatio
ns and all
other covenants rummy' with the title of said land an shown in book
154. Page
2201, in the office of the Calloway County Clerk

By virtue of a Default Judgment In Rem and Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit Court OM September 26. 2009. in the above cause. to satiety the
Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of 444,484,76. I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouses door in the City of Murray. Calloway
County. Kentucky, to the highest bekier, at public auction on Thursday.
November 5, 2009, at the hour of 10-00•m local time, or thereabout, the

Being destgnated as Lot 48, WESTERN SHORES. Phase II. as shoern ori the
plat of same of record ill Plat Book 39. Page 14. Slide 3730, tn the Calloway
Comity Court Clerk's Office ID Murrey, Kentucky, to which plat specific reference is hereby made for • more particular description of said lot

:

By virtue of•Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit
Court on September 28. 2,009, in the above muse, to satisfy
the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the appronmate amount of $68,413.74, I shall proceed
to offer for
sale at the Counhouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday, November 5.
2009, at the
hour of 101)0 a.m., local time, or thereabout. the followmg described
ptoperty
located tn Calloway County. Kentuck-y,'nth its address being 217
Wesley Drive.
Murray, KY 42071, and batng more parterolar'y described as follows.
Lots 686, 586, 687 and 577 of Unit II of Andenion Shores Subdivieion
es shown
by the plat thereof recorded in Plat Book 5, at Page 73, lodged in the Calloway.
County Clerk's Office

Being the same property conveyed to Darnell 0 Neoligh, IV, and
Amber R.
Neidigh, husband and Ink. by deed dated May 16, 2007, of record
tn Book 695.
Page 420 in the offloe of the Clerk of the CaBowey County Court.

BRANCH BANKING & TRUST COMPANY,

PLAINTIFF

VS NOTICE OF SALE
DEFENDANTS
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FIREFIGHTrRS
Wanted. Paid tracing,
good salary, $ for
school regular raises,
benefits. retirement.
HS grads ages 17-31.
Cali Mon-Fri 1-8007T7-6289
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Ptaza Lodge App/y In
person after 7:00PIA.
No phone calls.
MARKETING
Pleasant voices tor
easy phone work.
No sailing.
FulVPart-time.
Work Monday-Friday.
$7.25-$16 per hour.
Paid Weekly.
762-9900
NOW
accepting
resumes for the position of dental hygienist.
Must be 5exible and
willing to work in the
Pans Camden area.
Work history and references must accompa
ny
resume.
Attn
Amanda Burrow, 405
Tyson Ave. Suite A.
Paris, TN 38242,
S
TAFF
AccountanVCPA - successful CPA firm offering competitive salary.
4 day work week. 2yrs.
public
accounting
experience and BS in
accounting required.
Email resume confidentially
to:
Julie sac°,acorn
THE C.A. Jones
Management Group is
riow hiring tor the following positions for a
temporary assignment
that will be from
November 15. 2009
through February 1,
2010

111—a177hlticer•

ks

HOLIDAYS
ARE
NEAR? DO
YOU
NEED YOUR HOUSE
CLEANED? 270-2935806
MOTHER of 3 would
love to care for your
child in my home
Days or nights. 270578-0127

growsd Checks

g

Computers
MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759 3556

;

i
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633

the

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235.
227-6004

IMES

rise

BUYING old U.S. Coin
collections.
Paying
Blue Book value 2936999
CASH pard for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th.
Murray
RIC
&tides
For Sdo
2004 Balboa Mustang
het tub. Caribbean
blue, seats 4 to 6 people. 7'xT, with new
cover, $1,400
7532538 atter 5 00pm
leave message

vment to

Imes

no
•

Real Estate & Personal Property
Sat., Oct. 24th 10:00 a.m.
\iis Glyn& Bumett is Ligutdating Her Home
www.murraykyapartments.corn
270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Nater, sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS'

Excellent Starter or Rental Honie
Real Estate sells at 11:00 a.m.

OPEN HOUSE
Tuesday, Oct 20di•4 to 6

lik

-..ftiwok Asir

Senlow Oared

Calhoon Construction, LLC
Additions, Windows, Siding,
Painting, Flooring, Roofing,
Decks, Concrete
& Repairs

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

4

Please submit your
resume to
careers0chucks:m.1es not or complete
an application at 306
Andrus Dr Murray,
KY 42071

ground Checks

VERY Stately home
Beautiful landscaping
Circle drive in front
screened porch and
courtyard Great famdy
room hardwood floors
Just move nght ml
4 large bedrooms 2
baths walk to Murray
High You won I be disappointed $169,900
Call Barbara Campbell
Campbell Realty 270
293-7874

1111C11011

Brinhaven of Bantu,
.
appecatioris for the
ii RN
lull-time afternoon shift We oiler uumpetieve wages and an excellent benefit package
Must be koensed in the State of Kentucky
Apply In person et Brtnhaven of Benton
2607 IA•In Street Hwy 641 S Sentor„ KY
42025 EOE/AAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

The hours of operation
for the facility are 7 00
am cst to 2:00 am
est. All shifts avaiiable. FIexible Hours.

anager$

1,mFerSis

-REN14byn

Customer Service
Representahves
Data Entry Clerics
Shipping Clerics
Receiving Clerks

restaurant
a new

NNednesday, October 21, 2009 • 3B

8X10 Wood Storage
building, $900 obo
293 7257

Articles
For 5ale
HAZEL New one bedroom Appliances,
water, sewer trash
electnc included
$550/mo 1270)4928211

DUCK & goose calls
waders. camo clothes
T.0 encore rn/. pow
der. bullets & aces
rods, reels & lures
270-753-7461

-LARGE
SELECTION

USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
r.:05 f c(

1 .'• • '•

(270) 753-1713
Whirlpool Refrigerator
%Vice maker $275.00.
Whirlpool Wail Oven
$175.00. Whirlpool
Cooktop $75.00. All
Electric. Benton, KY
(270)853-5003.

TOP quality
consignment furniture
accessories and
antiques
Reed interiors
603 Main St
753-6361

Firewood for sale. $40
rick, delivered. 492
8266.
Firewood. 293-2487

f
'
lla 'I

AWOL

BORT

lai

i

lionse For Rent

LARGE 3BR
753-601:2

$295

Apernionts For Rertt
1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposi
required. 753-4109.
1BR apartment All utilroes paid, w/d hook-up
5550 per month plus
deposit 270-227-4325
1BR, price reduced,
various
locations.
Coleman RE 7539898.
2BR apt. part:ally furnished, some utilities
paid.
no
pets,
$300/mo. 767-9037
2BR duplex, Cii-1/A,
various
locations
Coleman RE. 7539898
2BR Duplex. CR-i/A.
all appliances. newly
remodeled, 1003-B
Northwood.(270)753°259
2BR near MSU. appliances
furnished,
C/H/A Coleman RE
753-9898
3BR, 2BA. Nice
duplex. 185
Cambndge.
$800/mo +deposa
(2701293-6788
48R, C/H/A. all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898.
908 Hillwood Dr.. 2BR,
$425/mo.
2BA
Deposit, lease & references required. 2273331
Calloway Garden
Essex Do% ns
Apartments
1505 Diuguld Driye
Murray. KY 42071
One and Two
Bedriaim Apartmentt
270-753-8556
TDD 1400-545-1833
Ext. 283 13
Equal opportunity
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income.
Mobiltty impairment
accessible.
Phone:
492-8721
Mon &
Thies
10-12am TOD No
1-800-648-6056
HOUSing
EqUal
Opportunity

LARGE 3BR apt.
newly rernecleleo. on
campus, CA-VA, W&D,
$600 water, sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets.759-4696, 2934600
NEAR
University:
Extra large. 2BR. with
large living room all
appliances Included ,
w/d, Lots of closet
space,
C/H/A.
$ 350 /d•posit,
$350/mo. 270-7534560. 6am to 5pm for
appointment.
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

UNIVERSITY Heights
Apts. is now accepting
applicatrons for 1 & 2
BR rental assisted
apartments. M-W-TH,
8-2:30. 1734 Campbell
St. 759-2282 Hearing
Impaired only 1-800648-6056.
Equal
Housing Opportunity.
VERY Nice Large.
2-Bedroorn. 2-Bath
Duplex, completely
remodeled, centralheat/air, washer/dryer.
all appliances furnished, great location
no pets.
non-smoking.
$650.00/month, one
year lease. deposit
and references
requtred. 753-5719.

2BR Newly redecorated. New heating/AC
ungs Stove. fndge.
WiC) hook-ups. No
pets Ref lease/dep
Water, sewer, trash
paid Cardinal Dr. in
city $515. (270)7671176

41,Sowik IR Street, Murray. KY

Lat Size 55x250
Personal Property: Three Sec-retary's, Sleeper
Sofa, Coffee Table/End Table, La-Z-Boy.
Grandfather Clock, One Double Bed, Cedar
Bedroom Suite from the 50's. Appliances,
Kitchen Table, Glassware, Odds and Ends
dishes, Treadmill, Vinyl Records, Linens.
Sewing Products. etc

3BR, IBA $575 per
month. 978-0742
HOUSE with garage
for rent in Hazel, KY,
must have references
$450 month + $450
security (270)9787441

IV

VERY Nice. 2Bedroom, 1 -Bath
Duplex. centralheaVair. washer/dryer,
ell appliances furnished, great location.
no pets.
non-smoking.
$600.00/month, one
year lease, deposit
and references
required 753-5719

Rooms For Rea

Study in paradise 9
miles from campus
515
Saddle
Ln I
$4C<Vmo
206-883-6219

2&4 Bedroom houses
lease & deposit
required 753-4109
2-BEDROOM, 2-Bath
House, completely
remodeled. centralheat/air, washendryer
all appliances furnished, quret location
near lake. no inside
pets, non-smoking,
$700.00/month, Or9
year lease, deposit
and references
required 753-5719.
3BR, 1BA, appliances
furnished, no pets. 1 yr
lease.
references
required 106 S. 13th
St $500/mo, $500
security deposit 27°519 2699

IT'S RAIMISIER TIME

iOs

Used Cars

Butter
,Pre•nItOrn 4dalcd It. final Bid or pcmeal
teal mow

kcal

Ail mley "AS IS

ami

A Joy tame of Campbell Really

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Lalre Property
MINIATURE
Dachshund puppies, 3
male blk & tan $100
each 719-688-3947

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KELLY FARMS
For Sale
Wheat Straw bales
10 or more
$2.00 a bate.
Square & round
bales. horse quality.
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Cell: 293-6755
'Nights: 753-8697

Yard Sao
idEL RENTALS
MIN1-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
ll'ore.r of 121 's & Glendaie.
1E06 $2.5 10'15 $40
1270t 436-2524
4270) 293-6906

3 PARTY
YARD SALE
FINAL ONE
THIS YEAR
307 S. 13TH ST.
THURSDAY &
FRIDAY
7:00-7
Lots of good stuff
Stop oy & see for
yOurSelf
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5 week old boxer pup
pies. fawn & brindle. 6
males,
3-females
$250 293-3467, 293
3468.
AKC Mini Pin puppies,
3-females, bom July 1,
2009. $350.00-piece.
parents on premises
978-1550
DOG Obedience
1270)436-2858

Lots Farads

tiiii1C1

apRirox 1...) miles
from Pahs Lancling
525 000
, Contact ,
Pam Bygden
Lake Realtors
1731164Z- 1399

E

Rr!

Fa Sabo
Looiung for indoor
place for winter yard
sales? Call 2275994. 293-4160.
Spaces available
Saturda ys &
Sunday's. 535 Per
day $60 per
weekend. Sat up
Thursday & Fnday
Advernsement„
attendant. checkout
provided.
Starts Oct. 24

•.

Commercail biulding
for sale or lease High
traffic Great visibility
978-0402

was S59,900
Located on 160,000
acre Kentucky Lake.
Enjoy swimming pool,
walking trails. private
par*. more. Excellent
financing. Call now
1-800-704-3154, x
3293. kylakesale.com

Acreage

1008 Southwood 4plex
280K 978-0074

PROFESSIONAL
office space for lease
Appx 1.500 sq ft 9780402

LAKE LOT
BLOW-OUT
2+ ACRE LAKE LOT
W/ FREE BOAT
SLIPS!
Just
$24,900

Land tor sale. 90K, 4.5
acre lot Oaks County
Club Rd 978-0053

400

kt .tt

Mounted

Lic. PI136

Final Full Sealemem Day M Sale Cask Bank larteo
Pre-Apprised Cheek. All Ammer day al yak take,

1440 sq.ft bldg tor
lease Great location
has gas heat. 9780402

t4 15. 16-inch.
Starting at S20

AUCTIONS
(270)753-9090

parederice ova aory °Ober

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Instde climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
*We sell boxes,
*We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

USED TIRES
Call 753-5606

Fovea, 109 maim day of sale

-753-3853

Auto Pere;

•

RtlIts

,Whitnell Ave.

(278116
1 141(mar

ji101

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

81

741119IrtE.0011.4

t'oe
Great Location: 641 South to Sycamore. turn
left to gth Street. turn left. follow signs.

WATERFRONT For
Rent. 2BR, 2BA, completely furnished More
info go to www.hamlinlakeretreatky com or
436-5091

II ize nits
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

uy Houses!
Immediate
Oche Relict"'
Selling an Estate
ht Foreclosure'
Local Hones Buyers
Call Hake
No Coat Tu You
No Bqssiry OK

11.000-SO.FT home
n country, 68R. SBA,
indoor pool, gymnasium. (26' tall ceiling).
5acres lake. lots of
outside decks. 5 acres
up to 90acres. 5592032.
2BR older home on 5
acre (M/L) in SW
Cailoway Co., vinyl
siding, 1 -car garage,
asking $80.000. 2939934 or 293-8156.
ENERGY saving new
home. 2,244 sq.ft.
under roof, 3BR, 2BA,
(cath ceilings), 2 car
garage, concrete dnve,
patio & front porch. no
city taxes, $8.000
rebate, first time buyers. 210-3781, 5592032
MUST sacrigee! tieR,
1 5BA. newty remodeled located at Hardin,
$50.000
270-7531952

1964 Chevy SWB
red/white, 95% ongi
nal, $11,000
1985 Chevy 2500
Surburban, blue/gray
$1,200.
293-1437

L
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436 2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete
tree
removal, gutter
cleaning. hauling, etc.
Insured. Emergency
293-1118
436-5141
AAFFORDABLE
Hauling Clean out
garages. gutters, funk
& tree work.
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions,
Remodeling. Roofing,
Vinyl Siding. Laminate
Floors,
Repairs.
Insured
227-2617, 474-05136

Ilarnilton

3301 St. Rt 121N..

753-8087 ••

HOUSE Hush,: ,d
All types of home
repairs. No job too
smail
270-519-8155
INSTALLATION, repair
& maintenarce on
doors & operators.
Residential & commercial. Locally owned &
operated. 293-2357,
435-4049.

.XSPII k I I
!Michell Rills.

J &

759-05111
753-1537
1(270)227-8188

BRUSH &
HAMMER

k•+1'11 XI 1

• Painhng • Fix-it's

$15 & up. Will mow
lawns. Adult owned &
operated.
270-9785655.
•

L&M
•
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,.
Landscaping
Leaf Vacuuming
satisfaction guaranteed
753-1816 727-0611

0 00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
•Remodeling
•Screened Porches
•Garages
•Water & Termite
Damage
*Decks
*tome.' Mobile Home
Repair
436-551 7
227-0587
753-2353
ALL Carpentry
•Remodelirg
•Additions
•Decks
-Porches
•Poie Barns
*Laminate Floors
*Tile
*Mobile Home-Repair
•Root-Oveis
*Underpinning
Larry Nimmo

• Repairs • Decks

II/\N

pressure washed

270-753-2279

& stained
ATKINS Construction
•Roofing .Tree Service
•Free stirnates
•Guaranteed
best
pnces around
270-703-2016

(270)436-2228
JONES
ROOFING
Licensed & Insured
Free estimates

CUSTOM BULLDOZING
„..]
*Land-clearing
Kinderbrushog •Ponds
•Lakes •VValeaways
Free Estimates
22 years exp.
293-0371

(270)293-0364
(270)753-0355
torfrirItr & lirCorsion
• Flrissffisq CO

years eap
acensed contractor
F rlIf• E sturates
15.

Custom bulldozing
and trackhoe WOOL
land cleanng.
underbrushing ponds.
lakes and waterways
Free estimates
Gene Parker
293-1005
753-5838
evenings ieave
message

David's Home
Improvement
Water Damaged Fluors
Bracte & Poor Joists
Remodeling & Pkinting

DRYWALL repair &
painting. Free estimates. 270-873-9916.

Wall Do Insurance Won.
`tea AlealerCael Accepter.

FOR all you roofing,
vinyl. metal porches
decks and remodeling
call Danny Paschall
492-8500 or 293-8156.

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
Stmmon's Handyman
& Carpentry Service
Over 20 years Tree
service also Call Don.
Murray area 5198570

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 noun saw=

Res.. Com.. & hici
Licensed & Insuied
All jobs - big or small

753-9562

S DOZER

Pa% ing

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE
PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
19T7 Chevy Silvered° Cnuck Van Buren
4x4:
good
truck,
1 R k‘ 1's
$1.500. Call 489-2278.
530
%neon Offered

iftr7ist
-Tapt
—,
CoNSTaucTION

FUTRELL S Tree
Service
Trimming.
removal,
stump grinding, firewood Insured 4892819

WEST
Calioway
County
Development
•Track hoe. dozer
backhoe work & septt,
systems, top soil &
gravel for sale. We
build you a Horne to
middy & special
Suite your Needs 27°•heap om neci/opteated
210-3781
270-559759-1151 • 293-2783
2032
293-2784

im a. imo, owinSIble
non.

an a.k.a. prICe

*Rooting •Sheetrock
*Plaster *Remodels
& more
(270)1373-9341
(270)673-2487

,

basal

YEARRY'S
Tree
Serytce Free estimates Phone 4362562, 227-0267

New 2-4
Bedroom bases to
itivedield Estates.y1
RC; Real Propert
Professionals
293-7g72

REDUCED,
38R 1-1,2 Bath
beautiful large comer
lots of storage
759-2475
WHY rent when you
can own"? Save 8K first
time home buyers
130K house for sale
949-322-1495

tranite

Marble

Nuled
Promoting y()Lir
13u.s.mess?
Cali US

we will be

glad to help.

Check us out
on the Web!

Murray Ledger & Times

www.murrayledger.com

270-753-1916
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COMICS/ FEATURES
Friend involved with married
man will have to go it alone

21, 2009

Looking Back

fen years ago
Holland Field with MHS Tigers
Published is a picture of staff wutrung 16-8
over Tockl County.
and employees of Lowe's Home
Births reported include a boy
DEAR ABBY: My best friend
Improvent Warehouse at its open- to
Lt and Mrs Patrick Ryan, Oct. "Jenny's' husband died four years
ing for business on Oct. 20 The
17
ago They had been marned 28
photograph was by Staff PhotogForty years ago
years, and she
rapher Bernard Kane.
The Bloc.d River Baptist Assohas gneved
Also published is a picture of ciation
opened its 100th annual
hard for him.
Willard Muchuson getting his flu
SCS11011 00 Oct 20 at 7 p.m. at
She has been
shot at the Calloway County Health
Elm Grove Baptist Church Other
looking for a
Departrrbent The photograph was
sessions were today at Bethel Baprelationship
by Staff Photographer Bennual
tist Church in Marshall County
because she
Kahn.
and tomorrow at First Baptist
wants a man
Myruce Owens. a registered Church
in her life
nurse and a foreign missionary,
Three
Nadine Turner was niuned
discussed and showed slides of 'Busines
months ago,
s Woman of the Year' by
her work in Bosnia arid Kosova
she ran into
the Murray Business and Profesat a meeting of the Lottie Moon sional
a
married
Women's Ciub at the prayer
and Dorothy Groups of the breakfast
man she knew
held by the club at HolBy Abigail
WOrnatt'S Missionary Union at First
through her
iday Inn on Oct 19
Van Buren
Baptist Church.
former Job.
Howard Boone placed first in
Twenty years ago
all call him "George.• I They were
the 8-year-old competition and Phil
Published is a picture of Murcasual acquaintances, but when
Miller placed first in the I 2-year
ray State University officials with competition in the Punt,
George learned she was a widow
Pass &
L.D.Miller of Murray in a ground- Kick Zone competition at Paduche immediately asked for her phone
breaking ceremony for the club ah
number He called the next day,
house Miller has donated to the
they talked, he visited her at her
Fifty years ago
Frames E Miller Memorial Golf
home. and they had unprotected
The new student onion buildCourse, located on Portertown Road
sex They now see each other
ing at Murray State College has
in C'alloway County Also pictured been
once or twice a week and have
named as the Lt Gov.Harry
are Dr Jim Booth. acting MSU
sex That's all they do. Jenny says
Lee Waterfield building by the
president. Tornmy Sanders, regent, MSU Board
she's in love with him. She talks
of Regents
and Dr Tim Miller. member of
about htm constantly and says
The tobacco barn. owned by
?MSC Foundation Board of Direcshe's very happy.
Clifford White of 11azel, was
tors. The photograph was by Staff
My husband and I were at a
destroyed by fire the night of Oct.
Photographer David Tuck.
club the other night and saw George
19.
Births reported include a girl
in the company of another woman.
One Hour Monitoring on the
to Mike and LiSa Skinner, Oct. east side
1 haven't told Jenny because she
of the Murray Court
15. a boy to Teresa and James Square advertises
doesn't want to be told if her
men's and
Barnhill, and a girl to Beth and
man IS cheating on her. She says
women's suits cleaned for 99 cents
Kevin Penick. a girl to Jenny and
that what she doesn't know won't
each.
James Duncan and a boy to Sanhurt her. I disagree.
Sixty years ego
dra and Gary Harper, Oct. 16.
don't want to ruin our friendRepresentatives of the State
ship We love each other like sisThirty years ago
Fire Inspection Bureau will be in
ters. But I hate seeing her used
Amanda Dunn was crowned as Murray, this week
to determine if
like this. What should 1 do? My
Calloway' County High School the annexed problem
of the city
husband says leave it alone -Homecoming Football Queen pnor will be sulaiect
to the same fire
she'll find OW anyway. -- DISto the football game between CCHS insurance rates as
the rest of MurMAYED IN DALLAS
Lakers and Cnttendent County ray.
DEAR DISMAYED: When
High School at Murray. State UniMr. and Mrs Jim Smith of Rt.
someone tells you she doesn't
versity Stewart Stadium with the
1. Murray, have been married for
want to know if her man is cheatLakers losing to 22-16 to Crit62 years
ing on her and what she doesn't
tenden County..
"The Green Promise' is the
know won't hurt her. take it frocn
Carroll Edwards was crowned picture
show now showing at the
me, she &heady knows he probas Murray High School Home- Varsity
Theatre which brings out
ably is. And by the way, George
corning Football Queen prior to in
detail about the 4-H clubs all
isn't "her" man -- he is his wife's
the football pone between MHS over
America.
man. How do you know he wasTigers and Todd County at

Dear Abby

Ty

n't with his wife that night at the
club'
You may love Jenny like a
sister, but you can't save her Your
husband is nght Leave it alone
DEAR ABBY: I work for a
small company where I'm one of
12 employees under one manager My boss,
is having
problems at home Almost daily,
she bnngs her not-so-sunny outlook to the office and proceeds
to drag everyone else down.
Any time a colleague has something positive to share, Debbie
finds a way to negate it. If someone mentions it's nice weather,
she'll complain about how much
yard work she needs to do and
the disastrous effects of global
warming She even complained that
a pregnant co-worker's impending
maternity leave will be %noonvenient.•
The woman thrives on negativity, chaos and stress She even
complains about happy times of
the year like summer vacations
and holidays becauat v,e ,end to
be busier (Isn't that a good thing
considering the economic chMate7)
OUT office is small. so there's
no escaping her. If she's not complaining to us, she's telling the same
sob stories to a client on the
phone What can my cm-workers
and I do to keep from being
dragged down with her' -- WORKING FOR •DEBBIE DOWNER
INC.'
DEAR WORKING: You and
your co-workers should talk to your
employer as a group because 'Debbie's' behavior is neither professional nor conducive to a healthy
working environment. Your boss
should also be told that she is
sharing her 'sob stories" with
clients, because it could cost him
business.

Murray Ledger & Thom

Long-term pain
requires diagnosis
DEAR DR. GOTT: I read
your article in the newspaper about
fibromyalgia and was very interested My 77-year-old husband
just had his physical. Everything
was great, and he Is a picture of
health. He wonders how this can
be when he complains to the doctor every ume
about how he
hurts
so
much He suffers frorn all
the things you
mentioned in
the 'nide that
with
fibromyalgia,
yet no test or
doctor can tell
him this is
what he is
By
suffering
Dr. Peter Gott from_ He has
had a lot of
blood tests done. and everything
always comes back norriud They
just tell him that there is no test
for this disease and no cure.
His life is miserable. He is
always tired regardless of how
much sleep azsd rest he gets
He has tried chiropractic treatments with no success. I also put
him on a special diet I read about
in a book that said tt was clirucatty proven to fight inflammation, which is the hidden cause
of weight gain and chronic disease It didn't help his pain or
fatigue, but he did lose 12 pounds.
We don't know what to do
next He doesn't want to try anything else and doesn't want to waste
money on something that won't
work
Some background information
is that he has had three back surgeries. The first was for spinal
stenosis, the second was to put
in a plate. and the third was to
remove it again bc-cause it was
thought the screws aught have been
the cause of his discomfort. This

v

go

Dr. Gott

Berescepe

an associate This incident might
force you to regroup.
(May 21-June 20)
By Tbe Associated Press
**** You might want to
the first Americans to see action est court upheld the convictio
n of
Today is Wednesday, Oct. 21, on the front Imes of World War
rethink
your direction and plans.
Maurice Papon, the former Vichy
the 294th day of 2009. There are
You are frequently on overload
official who'd fled France rather
71 day s left In the year.
and might feel Mat way one
In 1944, during World War II, than face prison for his
mle in
Today's Highlight in History:
more time.
U.S. troops captured the Gerrnan sending Jews to Nazi death
camps:
On Oct. 21. 1959, the Solomon city of Aachen.
CANCER (June 21-Jufy 22)
Papon wa.s captured in SwitzerR Guggenheim Museum, designed
*** Relax with the moment
In 1960. Democrat John F. land and deported the following
by Frank Lloyd Wright, opened Kennedy and Republican Richard
You'll find out what happens if
day.
tf e public in New York.
you flow and don't iudge At the
1M. Nixon clashed in their fourth
Five years ago: An AssociatOn this date•
and final presidential debate in New
end of the day, you will see that
ed Press poll found President
In 1797. the U.S. Navy frigate York.
problems wiii reverse themGeorge W. Bush and Sen. John
Constitution. also known as "Old
In 1966. !note than 140 peo- Kerry locked in • statistical
selves
tie
Ironsides,- was christened in
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
ple. mostly children, were killed for the popular vote
Emerson
Boston's harbor
***** Yo4., cannot be held
when a coal waste landslide College student Victona Snelgrove
,
In 1805. a British fleet com- engulfed a school and several
back And even though someone
21, died hours after being shot
manded by Mtn. Horatio Nelson houses in Aberfan, Wales
tosses a boomerang :nto your
in the eye with a pepper-spray
defeated a French-Spartish fleet in
path, you jump nght over O. YOU
In 1967. the Israeli destroyer pellet fired by police trying
to
the Battle of Trafalgar, Nelson, INS Eilat was sunk by Egyptian
have key associates and/or
control a raUCOUS CTowd outside
however, was killed.
advisers who seem to reflect
MiSSile boats near Port Said, 47 Fenway Park. where the Boston
In 1879, Thomas Edison per- Israeli crew members were lost.
The Stars Show the Kind of your creativity.
Red Sox had won the American
fected a workable electric iight at
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamtc: VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
In 1971, President Richard League chtunpionship.
St.
his laboratory in Menlo Park, NJ
4-Positive, 3-Average; 2-So-so: *** If possible. take the day off
Nixon nominated Lewis F. Pow- Louis Cardinals defeated the
HousIn 1917, members of the 1st ell and William H. Rehnquist
or work from home Some downI -Difficult
to ton Astros 5-2 to take Game 7
Division of the U.S. Army train- the U.S. Supreme Court
time re-invigorates you. allowing
of the National League champiing in Luneville, France, becarne
greater give-and-take_ YOU(' abilTen years ago: France's high- onship series.
ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
ity to deal with a difficult person
**** You are vivacious and
Et A Et Y ES L.ILJIE
0-•
full of energy. Your ability to could be instrumental in followmobilize others into a brain- ing a key pursuit.
lbospi Otlg %PIKE CO144
storming session adds to your LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
WHICH NE DID YOU
51
,
,
1
CULPIeT
41.lOWED LOTS of
S to
TO
leadership skills. You might ***** Keep conversations
Ca1C0r47
(ser STARTC-V?
011- COMINin.
:o
S l tratinlac
decide to use this ability for a fun flowing. A sudden gap or change
'
f
aUCE
in your schedule could force you
.
4
4
cet
l'itA
tmAi
ntrU
cvnr
PurPosenikE
to regroup If you pull in others,
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
you'll discover rnore than one
***** Deai on a one-on-one
level with key people in your solubon to a probtem.
svork life. You'll gain great insight SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
and an unexpected action from *** Be sensitive to your budget. and don't overreach beyond

ovate
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ACROSS

1131_1:711\1E:11E
i Quick swims
5 Narrow opening
8 Part of A D
12 Football shape
13 Earth-conscious
org
14 Horse's ankle
15 Texas town
16 Blvcis
17 Singer Tort —
18 KIS occasion
for
20 Inoent key
22 Expensive
watch
24 RiapeatecNy
27 Saty
30 Actress
',Gana

F

— Parke,

L.IZIOra

32 Fresh
33 Univ degrees
34 A gemstone
35 Apollo's priestesses
37 Teakettle sound
38 Tofu base
39 P otozoan

NOSOPV wOuLP DARE TO
PU4SH YOU AROUND GiARFiELD

41 Scary yell
42 Please greatly
46 Dragon's breath
49 Gladiator's hello
51 Charged particles
53 Greedy
54 Just barely win
55 Melt. as
an icicle
56 Lipstick shades
57 Stockholm
carrier
58 Griffith or
Devine

PIE A is1.1J 117SO.,

(
I DON'T KNOW
a
LATELY IT SEDIS
THAT WHENEVER
I 60 TO A PARTY,
I ENV UP FEELING
SORT OF OUT}
OF PLACE
:?

BORN TODAY
Actor Jeff Goldblum 19521,
actress Catherine Deneuve
(1943)

DOWN
I Well Street
trre
2 • sutler tsar
3 Act worried
4 — eyed
5 Painter's
ground
6 Unusually bright
7 Salt hues
8 Whaler of fiction
9 — do plume
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sit

what is doebie. as teropting as It
might be. Examine the impact of
a chikl, ioved one and a potential
bohemian or erild action.
SAWTTARIttS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** You beam in much of
what you wart. Conveesations
are active and lively_ You might
wonder exactly what is happening on the domestic front and
where you can and do make a
difference
CAPRtCORN (Dec. 22-Jen. 19)
*** Be aware that a pay raise
lottery funds and/or a win at
bingo could force you to regroup
Use your sage wisdom in how to
handle this addifional iricome
You discover that you might
want to stash some funds away
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. IS)
***** Zero in on your priorities. knowing what is acceptable.
You might want to approach a
situation differently and in a
more innovative manner A
meeting of colleagues gives yOu
much support and rnany ideas.
PtSCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Take a stand if you can.
Others are likely to have mixed
reactions to your ideas. You
could reverse gears, but stop
first and think. Don't allow spontaneity or ego to interfere with
the established pat

Crosswords

• —I _

W W ati

laapiellso WIN

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Thursday, Oct. 22, 2009:
This year, you often wonder
how situations get tossed into
limbo when they looked as if
they were clear. Learn to
regroup quickly. If you are single. you could meet someone
who knocks your socks off. Be
careful, as you could be putting
this person on a pedestal. There
is- only ooe way to go after this.
and that is off the pedestal. If
you are attached, the two of you
could find this year to be one of
the greater years in your relationship. Just be yourself.
CAPRICORN pushes responsibilities on you.

T111111111 IN IINeff

is a separate issue, but his back
still aches all the tiftlt, so he is
now taking four Vicodut a day
and has done so for about seven
years He is also taking Accupril
once a day and bydrochlorotbiande for Atilt blood premiere.
DEAR READER: Your husband's physicians are correct in
saying that there is no test that
will dtapiose fibromyalgia There
is also eo cure, and treaunent can
often be difficult, because each
sufferer Calf have a wide variety
of complaints. and what works
for one person may not hetp another
First, I would like to point out
that your husband already has a
back problem. If this has worsened, causing pressure on his spinal
cord, his discomfort could be
directly related Pain can also
wear the body out very quickly,
leading to persistent faugue such
as your husband is expenencing.
Next, your husband is taking
two blood-pressure medicatioas.
Accupril carries the side effects
of both back and joint pain. The
hydrochlorothiazide also carries the
side effect of generalized weakness This should be looked into,
because if his pain and fatigue
developed after starting one or
both of these medications, you
may have the answet.
Finally. long-term narcotic use
should be discouraged whenaver
possible. It can cause dependency and, over time, a resistance
to the narcotic effect can make
the medication less effective in
relieving
pain,
necessitating
increased dosages Thankfully. your
host-mad hasn't done this, but if
has built up a tolerance, the Vicodin
won't relieve the pain as effectively. causing him to expenence
higher degrees of discomfort.
suggeu your husband ask for
a referral to a rheurnatologist for
further investigation of his muscle and jotnt pain.
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ERIC BENSON Special in the Ledger
Murray goalkeeper Will Hudson saves this shot otf the
foot of Heath's Max Champion to end Monday night's
shootout and punch the Tigers' ticket to tonight's First
Region championship against Marshall County.

Illy TOMMY DILLMM
Sports Writer
Early in the second half of Murray's First
Region semifinal victory over Heath
Monday night. the Pirates were playing the
pan of three-time defending champions.
The homestanding club was dictating
tempo. forcing Murray into the type of
physical match that doesn't suit the Tigers'
style
But by the end of the 40-minute period.
it was the Tigers on the attack and the
Pirates on their heels.
By sudden-death OVertiMe. Heath could
scarcely create a sconng opportunity.
Though Murray ultimately. needed a
shootour to advance to tonight's championship match against Marshall County, the

semifinal was yet another in a long stnng
victones in which the Tigers have prevailed
simply by being deeper than their opponents.
With a talented senior class that runs 15
deep followed by nine juniors. head coach
Jim Baurer has made his living on frantic
substitutions this season. feeding players in
and out of ballgames, always keeping fresh
legs on the field.
That usually translates to wearing down
opponents late in games.
"Guys just start to slow down," senior
striker Matt Hines says of his team's victims. -Their style of play gets more defensive. A lot of times. they just kind of fall
apartSpreading playing time throughout his

This Week
First Rogios Touniseiesot
1st Heath 1
MonOey
(2) Murray 1 (1) Hese,0
(1) Marshall Co 4 (2)Pod Taghman
Tonleht
(2) Murray vs (1) Marsha/ Co
6o

roster has always been a hallmark of
Baurer's coaching style. but players say this
year, it's been emphasized even more.
think this year he's d lot more comfortable with our subs being in there for a
little bit,- Hines said. "I think he's also
more comfortable in us heing able to get
hack in a garne and not lose our rhythm.The formula works especially well when
the Tigers play on hig, dry fields. In three
games against Marshall this season. Murray
is 1-2.
See TIGERS. 2C
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RACER HOOPS ROUNDUP

Racer women
wrap up APSU
event with six' th
- place fmish
msu MEN FINISH 7T11
AT HOPKINSVILLE
Ily
fps& lakesudes
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. — The Murray.
State women's golf squad brought home a sixthplace finish at the F&M Bartk Austin Peay
Intercollegiate played at Clarksville CC in
Clarksville, Tenn.
The Racers also had a fourth-place showing
from senior Andrea Downer in the field of 93
players with rounds of 75-79=154. She was four
shots behind the winner, Tennessee Tech's
Megan Bradford at 150.
MSU tumed in scores of 324-32751, two
shots behind fifth-place Butler at 649. The
Racers got a 26th place finish from Morgan
Cross with rounds of 80-84164. with a 31 st
place showing from Megan McKinney after
scores of 84-81=165. Alex Hinteregger finished
in 56th place after carding scores of 88-83=171,
while Jilian Brake placed 7Ist with scores of 8593=1;8.
Morehead State won the event with a 620,
while Houston Baptist (633), Belmont(639)and
Tech (642) made up the top-four teams.
MSU's final event of the fall season is
Monday and Tuesday in Fest Meyers, Fla., at ttie
Pat Bradley Invitational at Pelican Preserve GC.
Naar Iklalisrs Ada seveulk
bolded hat Isms
HOPK1NSVILLE, Ky. — The Murray State
men's golf team came home with a seventh place
• finish in a field of 17 teams at the F&M Bank
APSU Intercollegiate played at the Links at
Novadell Golf Course in Hopkinsville, Ky.
The Racers carded scores of 295-290290=875 and finished two shots behind sixth
place Austin Peay at 873.
. Cameron Carrico was MSU's best finisher in
third place with scores of 70-71-71=212, while
Nick Newcomb earned a 25th place finish with
'cores of 74-72-73=219. Jared Wolfe and Chris
Griffin shared 50th place. Wolfe had scores of
76-74-74=224. while Griffin carded scores of
75-77-72=224. Patrick Newcomb finished 65th
in the field of 93 cempetitors with rounds of 7773-78=228.
Tyler Brown played the event as an individual
:and finished 76th with scores of 77-71-83=231.
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SECTION C

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledge, A Times
Calloway County's Hannah Simmons
(left) attempts to catch Murray's Zori
Taylor as the pair approaches the finish
line at Tuesday's meet at Paducah's
Noble Park. Flesults were not available
as of press time

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Time,
Tony Easley has Impressed 13111v Kennedy in the earlygoing this year. The fourth-year Murray State
men's basketball coach gave high
praise to his fifth-year senior and looks for Easley to provide senior leadership to thls year's Racer basketball
team.

FIFTH —YEAR SENIOR DRAWS HIGH
MARKS FROM KENNEDY
/1111:1140.
Sports Editor
Billy Kennedy knows the season is
quickly approaching, hut when it comes
down to it, the fourth-year Mumay State
rnen's basketball coach wouldn•t have it
any other way.
The Racers open the season with an
exhibition game on Nov. 5 against
Bethel College and then kick off the
carnpaign with California on Nov. 9 in
Berkeley, Calif.
W'hile the speedy start to the season
might he alarming for Kennedy. he's
embracing it on the notion that he
expects his team to be lust as fast this
year.
An up-tempo style offense should
highlight the Racers in 2009-10 and after
getting things started over the weekend.
Kennedy. is already impressed with the
way things are going.
"I really liked our effort. I like our
team depth and I've been impressed with
Tony Easley in the preseason. He's done
some really good things for us. He's a lot
mom active and a lot more aggressive on
both sides of the hall. Our guard play
continues to be very solid and deep.''
Easley. is one of three seniors on this
year's squad, joining Danero Thomas
and Georges Fotso.
Easley was the team leader with 79
offensive rebounds and averaged 5.4
Niards per game last season. He had four
double-doubles. including his seasonhigh 11 rrhounds against Louisiana Tech
Feb. 21.
Easley enters his senior season in
2(X/9 with six double-figure rebounding
games and has led the Racers in
rebounding 21 times in his career. Easley
was second on the team with 18 blocks
and has 64 in his MSU career. He is five
blocks fnim moving to Ilth place alltime at MSU.
As for Thomas. he is closing in on
becoming the 35th member of the MSU

I.000-Point Club and will start the 2(X/910 season with 912 points. He had a season-high 30 points Feb. 7 at Ausun Peay,
the first Racer to score 30 in a game
since Shawn Witherspoon in 2005.
Thomas led the Racers in scoring
with 12.5 points per game after scoring
12.3 in his sophomore season. He
grabbed 4.3 rebounds per game and had
a season-high eight Feb. 28 against
Eastern Kentucky He enters the season
with a string of 66 straight starts. He had
20 double-figtrre scoring games in the
season and ha.s 44 in his MSU career. He
was also named to the All-OVC
Preseason Team and the All-OVC
Second Team.
has° appeared in 23 games for the
Raceri. grabbing 1 1 rebounds per game.
He also averaged 6.6 minutes per game
off the MSU bench and played a seasonhigh 14 minutes against Jacksonvilk
State Feb. 14 with three points and four
rebounds.
While Kennedy is counting on his
core of seniors to be the leaders this year.
his true generals will come from the
backcourt with the return of Isacc Miles,
Donte Poole. Jewuan Long and B.J.
Jenkins.
Jenkins has been slowed by a bruised
knee in the early going this season and
Kennedy is hoping to get him healthy by
thc end of the week. Kerusedy added that
it's a situation where it's so early now.
coaches would lust as soon hase him
back at 101) percent before the team gets
going in game play..
Still. that doesn't mean Jenkins won't
he hampered by learning the offense and
finding a way into the lineup as he sits
out.
"It helps that he was here last year
and it helps that he's a veteran. havinjz
already played Division 1 basketball."
Kennedy said. "He does one thing
maybe better than anyone else on our
team and that is he's our best shooter
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from the perimeter.
"It doesn't help him. hut I feel really
good about our pentneter guys. The
great thing is, you could pmhably start
any four of them at any time and we'll
never drop down. even when we sub in.
Last year and even in previous years.
that wasn't the case
Kennedy added that Poole has
aeturned fmm his season-ending ium
See
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By elICHAEL DAM4
Sports Editor
Murray State basketball fans
will have the opportunity to
indulge their basketball fixation
with Fan Jam on Thursday at 7
p.m. at the Regional Special
Events Center.
Highlighting this year's Fan
Jam will be the special unveiling of the new video boards and
titan- in the RSEC that were
done over the %Miller
Admission is free and all in
attendance will see both squads
scrimmage for the hour-duration.
Also. there will be several
chances for fans to interact with
the MSU players and coaches.
including the interactive threepoint contest where fans team
up with MSU players.
There will be free give-aways and an autograph session.
plus schedule posters and
schedule cards will also be
available. MSU's spint groups.
Racer Band. Dunker and Air
Dunker will also perform.
This Fan Jam event finds
both teams with about one week
of workouts under their belts
and both will be shooting to win
the Ohio Valley Conference titic
this season.
Billy Kennedy enters his
fourth season with the mena
program as head coach. and
Rob Cross is in his second se4
son at the helm of the women's
program.
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Frankfort teen who died
had heart abnormalities
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SportsBriefs
•The Harlem Wizards basketball team Is coming to Murray on
TbUrsday They will play the Laker Legends at the Calloway County
Htgh School gym al 6,30 p.m This game will feature tncks, hoops and
alley oops against local community and school leaders. The Harlem
Wizards were established in 1962 to provide entertaining garnes for
schbois and communities Most of the players are former Harlem
Globetrotters. NBA players and Nike crimmeirial participants Tritets
me be sold at the door.

I-RANKFORT. Ky. (API
A 15-year-old who collapsed
while trying out for a high
school basketball team in
Frankfort had heart abnormalities that led to fatal cardiac
arrest. a deputy coroner said
Tuesday.
Franklin Count) Deputy
Coroner Kelly T Adams said
preliminary autopsy results
show Waseeq Shahid had "several abnormalities to the heart."
Shahid was a freshman at
Western Hills High School.
Shahid was about six minutes into his first practice at
Western Hills High School
when ne collapsed Monday
afternoon. Franklin County
Public Schools spokeswoman
Wayne Dominick said. He was
pronounced dead a short time
later.
Dominick said Shahid had
cleared a standard physical
examination last week.
He was running sprints when
he collapsed. Coaches administered CPR and until paramedics
arrived and took him to the
Frankfort Regional Medical
Center.
Grief counselors were available Tuesday to talk to students.

Jay Jackson, die teen's firstpenod teacher. told The State
Journal of Frankfort that Shahid
-was a model student'. who
worked hard.
Freshman Tyler Nix, who
rode the bus with Shahid, said
his fnend was excited about
trying out for basketball but
wasn't sure if he would make
the team
"If you were looking for a
good friend, he's what you were
looking for," Nix told the newspaper. "He was there when you
needed him."
Basketball coach Enoch
Welch descnbed Shahid as a
kind young man and said he
didn't notice anything out of
the ordinary about the boy's
health.
"It's kind of surreal," he
said. "We're just concerned for
his family and our school. It's a
tremendous loss."
Western Hills Principal Rita
Rector said she planned to
attend the student's funeral
services
Tuesday
at
an
Elizabethtown mosque. She
said she was saddened by the
death. but comforted that he
was surrounded by people who
loved him.

Tigers
From Page 1C
group of seniors began playing as late in the second half of
• Tbe victory came at home in alongside each other on
a U12 Monday's semifinal victory.
pleasant. wea•her conditions. The club
team,
the
Murray
But the Tigers have bought
two losses came on muddy fields Hunicanes.
into Baurer's master plan,
and one came at Mayfield, one
Some played with each other though Hines says frustrations
of the smallest fields in the on
recreational teams when they sometimes escape in the heat of
region.
were as young a.s eight years old. competition.
"We play on a big field and
As eighth graders, they went
"If we're getting taken out in
wr pave a formula of running
undefeated and won their dis- a close game arid subs are comgays. in and out and trying to
tnct It was then they began to ing in, sometimes we get fruswear down other teams," Baurer
realize what speei.al things could trated," he said. "But at the same
said after his squad beat the
kie ahead.
time. those guys need to get
Marshals in September. "The
"We felt like it was kind of some minutes because they're
formula's worked so far."
foreshadowing our senior year." working hard. But we all want to
'But the formula couldn•t
said center back Michael Orr. be on the field."
work with just any group of
'The big thing for us is that
Baurer toned back his substi!slayers. Baurer calls this group
we've always been able to pu:h tuting panems on Monday and
of scniors the most technically
each other We all make each says the best player:, will play
skilled he's had as a coach.
other better players.more minutes from here on out.
And they're not only deep
In truth, many of Murray's But ttie shift in strategy shouldnumbers-wise. but talent-wise as
players would see more playing n't affect his team's identity.
well.
ume and take on enhanced roles
Their reputation in the region
They've also played together on
other teams in the region.
is well-established.
for literal lifetimes, in many
Starters sometimes sit out at
'They are so deep, not only
cases. Many of Murray's core
crucial junctures of games, such munbers-wise, but talent-wise,"

Marshall County coach Don
Walker said after his team's 7-2
ioss to the Tigers. "Their substituting pattems just would not
allow us to catch OW breath."
Murray's players also believe
a strict summer conditioning
regimen contributes to their ability to outlast opponents.
But chiefly. it's Baurcrs
desire to keep his charges feeling
like contfibutors and, this season
more than ever, his players' ability enables him to do that.
'The focus is an these guys
and I want to make sure every
guy feels a part of this team,"
Baurer said. "We work really
hard as coaches to make that
happen.
"I don't think the depth has
changed this year, but I think the
overall talent level of the te-arn is
as good as it's been in many
years."
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Will Snodgrass (right) presents the Senior Cup to winning captain Nick Ryan of Oaks Country Club Sunday
at Miller Memorial Gott Course. The matches piayedt
between Miller Memorial, Oaks, Murray Country Club:
and Benton Country Club were played over the weeka'
end at Miller. The matches ended in a tie betveeen Miller
and Oaks. Murray was third and Benton finished
fourth. As is the tradition of team cup competition,
Oaks retains the trophy tor another year. This is Me
third consecutive year that Oaks has won the Senior,
Cup.
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From Page IC
uqury suongei and more confident while Long has been a little
bit slower to heal from ACL surgery.
"Jewuan has had days where
he didn't look good arid others
where he has looked really gixxi"
Kennedy said. "He actually
dunked die ball in practice the
other day and that was really the
first time any of us had seen him
get up off that knee. But, he had a
good weekend."
In the early going, Kennedy is
trying to establish an inside presence on ttbe court, something he
feels hampered his team in the
latter part of the sea.son last year.
With guys like Ivan Aska and
Jeffery
McClain
retuming.
Kennedy feels good about his
chances.
Aska had an outstanding
freslunan season that led to being
named the OVC's Freshman of
the Year. He was third on the team
in scoring with 10.3 points per
game and first in rebounding with
5.8 per game and was named the
OVC's Freshman of the Week
three times. Aska had 16 games
of double-figure scoring in his
first season and two garnes of
double-figure rebounding includ-

ing 11 against U'TM in the same
Feb. 23 game when he scored his
season-high of 23 points.
As for Mx-Clain. he was second on the team in offensive
rebounds with 73 and averaged
5.3 rebounds per game. He had a
double-double against Eastern
Kentucky Dec. 4 with a seasonhigh 11 rebounds to go along with
12 points. He had seven games ia
double-figure scoring and had an
excellent season .from the free
throw line hitting 73 percent.
McClain tied an MSU singlegame record that had stood since
1966 when he made 14 of 14
from the line in the St. Cattuu-ine
game.
"Early on. we're working on
trying to get the ball into the
post," Kennedy said. "We just
think with Ivan and Tony and
even our new incoming post guys
that we want them to get touches.
We're really emphasizing on getting the ball inside from that
standpoint.
"We've even emphasized
shooting the ball a lot more in
prat:UGC, after practice and bnnging guys in on their off days to get
some shots up. That's an area that
we want to improve on.**
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1120C9- 10 Basketball Season Tickets
Center Chairs $198 Corner chairs $1.f)6
Reserved Bleacher $112 RB Child $82
Family Plan $200

Thef
Dead
to
From_

Street
QUA!N

Notice: The seaon r.rket prices above do not reflect the required
I
Race,- Club membership Th.e number of season tickets you can
pyrchase
depends on.your annual-tinresvicted giving level in the Racer Club,
For more information, please call our ticket Offret, at (2 b 809-3000.
-
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Hall, 1978 UK championship team
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Mayfield, KY
- Mid - of
the
1978
National of Kentucky from 1972 to 1985
Continent University will be Chanipionship UK Basketball oach
Hall was given a difficult
honoring Coach Joe B. Hall and team. A silent auction will begin task,
to follow in the footsteprof
members of the 1978 University at 5:30 p.m. and dinner will his
legendary predecessor.
of
Kentucky
National begin at 6:30 p m. Enjoy a full Adolph Rupp.
In the 1978
Chiunpionship team at three course dinner, silent and live NCAA
Tournament, he coached
weekend fundraiser events on auction and the opportunity to the Wildcats
to their fifth NCAA
October 23 and 24.
stroll down memory lime dunng Men•s Division 1 Basketball
The first annual Golf Classic a treasured night with Coach Champions
hip. His record at
will be held on Fnday, Oct. 23 at Hall iuid members of the 1978 UK was
297-1C0 and 373-156
the Country Club of Paducah Kentucky Wildcat National over his
caner. Coach Hall curwith lunch beginning at noon Champions. The auction will rently co-ho
sts a popular radio
arid a shotgun start at lp.m. The include specialty events and spons talk
show with former
Golf Classic is sponsored by US basketball memorabilia The University
of Louisville basketBank and will feature the leg- dinner will be catered by Martin ball head
coach Denny Crum.
endary. Jack Givens and a num- Fierro
Argentinean
Grill.
Mid-ConUnent Unis.ersity was
Photo prooded
ber of his teanunates from the Tickets are $125. Business attire establishe
LUNCH PROVIDED: Murray Fire Dept. received lunch from Glendale
d
in
1949. The
Place recently in appre1978 team. 5250 per player required. Deadline for purchas- University is
ciation for National Fire Prevention Day
a four-year,
includes one round of golf and ing tickets to "A Night Fort Southern
Baptist institution
lunch.
Champions** is Monday, Oct. located in Mayfield, whose pnOn Saturday, Oct. 24, a 19.
mary purpose is to provide a
Championship
"Tipoff•
'The goal for the Celebnty quality education through a
Luncheon will be held at the Weekend is to invest in the lives Christ-centered
atmosphere
Paducah Expo Center from 11 of today's college students and Mid-Continent
provides
a.m. - 1 p.m. Dress in your the future economic growth of Traditiona
l on-campus leaming
favonte UK gear and come re- Western Kentucky.
as well as an accelerated adult
Frankfort, KY.-The longestand he has always proven to be live the experiente with memCoach Winston Bennett, Mid- program called the ADVANserving warden at the state's
an effective leader, an insightful bers of the 1978 team and catch Continent's head men's basket- TAGE Program.
only MAXIMUM security prison
decision maker, and an example up on what they are doing now. ball
coach
and
former
To purchase tickets for Midwill return to the post this week.
of Correctional professionalism. Food will be catered by Neil's University of Kentucky and Continent University Celebrity
Philip W. Parker, a 25-year vetThe Penitentiary is a very chal- Catering. Tickets are only $25 NBA stand-out, will be the Weekend, please contact Phylhs
eran of the conections profesemcee for the evening. Joining Pember at (270) 247-8521 ext.
lenging institution and requires each
sion, has been appointed warden
That evening, "A Nig,ht for him will of course be Joe B. Hall 248,
expenenced leadership. Warden
email events@midcomiof
the
Kentucky
State
Parker previously. demonstrated Champions" will be held at the and members of the 1978 nentedu or purchase tickets
Penitentiary (KSP).
he was able to meet the chal- Julian Carroll Convention National Championship team.
online
at
Center. This event will feature
Parker retired on Aug. 1, 2002
Joe B Hall was the head bas- www.midcontinentedukelebrilenge and he is fonunate to
Coach Joe B. Hall and members ketball coach at the University tyweekend
after serving nine years in the
.
return at a time when he has
warden's job at KSP. He also
excellent Deputies arid institubegan his career at the pnson,
tional staff to work with him
first a.s a Correctional Officer in
during his transition back to the
1978. He quickly worked his
Department."
way up through the ranks, and
During his time as warden at
within six years, was promoted
KSP, Parker led the institution
to Deputy Warden at Northpoint
through two executions: the exeThe Kentucky State Police has joining the KSP can call the dnver's
Training Center. Four years later PI* Parker
license with no more
cution of Harold McQueen in announced
that testing for number during office hours than six dnver dement
lie returned to work at Eddyville
points.
He returned to his home state 1997, the first in Kentucky in 35 trooper
applicants will be held from 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m. (ET), Applicants must
as Deputy Warden of Security and wa.s named warden
also possess a
of KSP years. and in 1999 he was at the the week of November 16
at the Monday through Friday, or minimum of 60 college credit
after a mass es.cape.
in 1993.
helm of the pnson for the state's Department of Criminal
Justice leave a message any other time. hours or an associate's degree
In 1989, Parker transferred to
"I am very pleased to first by lethal injection, Edward Training
located on the campus More information and applica- from an
Ohio where he served as warden announce the return of Warden
accredited college or
Lee Harper. Parker was hailed of Eastern Kentucky University tion
fortns available for down- university or be a high school
of a new: prison in the suburbs of Phil Parker to the Kentucky
during Mese challenging times in Richmond.
load are on the Internet at graduate with at least two years
Cleveland. He was then appoint- State
Penitentiary,"
said for his effecuve, calm and levelApplicants should contact the http://www.kentuckystatepo- of either
active military duty or
ed to the position of Deputy Corrections
Commissioner headed direction of the pnson.
Kentucky
State
Police lice.org/.
expenence as a full-time, sworn
Director in charge of 11 pnsons LaDonna Thompson. "I had the
Parker is a native of Western Recruitment Branch at 1-866KSP applicants must be 21 law enforcement officer.
in the southern region of Ohio in pleasure of working with
Kentucky and a graduate of 360-3165. Anyone int.rested in years of age. a U.S. citizen, in
Application deadline is Nov.
Warden Parker for many: years
1992.
obtaining information about good health and possess a valid
Murray State University.
6.

Phil Parker named warden of
Kentucky State Penitentiary

Kentucky State Police to
test applicants in Richmond

FARM BUREAU FLORID
FRUIT PROGRAN1
.The following is a list of Florida fruits and nuts available through Farm Bureau.
Deadline order date is Oct. 28. Call the county office, 753-4703, or send this
form
, to P.O. Box 469, MUrray, KY 42071 no later than Oct. 28.
From

•""

a.

October 24, 2009

Telephone No.

You May Drop Off Your Items During

Street Address
:QUANTTIY

Computer Recycling

City
DESCRIPTION

Zip Code
PRICE

Navel Oranges, 4/5 Bushel

$18.00

Red Grapefruit, 4/5 Bushel

$18.00

Hamlin (Juice) Oranges, 4/5 Bushel

$17.00

Orlando Tangelos 4/5 Bushel

$17.00

"Sunburst" Tangerines, 2/5 Bushel

$15.00

Holiday Gift Trio, 1/2 Bushel l',)rviges.. Grapefruit & Apples)

$18.00

Orange Juice - Super Concentrate, 24/12 Oz Cans

$40.00

Southem Fried Skinless Peanuts, 12/17.5 Oz. Cans

$32.00

Smoked Almonds, 12/9 Oz. Cans-NEW! .

$36.00

Honey Krunch Peanuts, 12/12 Oz. Cans

$30.00

Peanut Brittle Bites, 12/12 Oz. Cans

$32.00

Butter Toffee Peanuts, 12/12 Oz. Carts

$30.00

Mixed Nuts(50% Peanuts), 12/1 Lb. Cans

$48.00

Peanut Gift Pack,(6/3 pkg. per case)

$48.00

TOTAL
PRICE

Lightly Salted Skinless Peanuts, 12/17.50z. Cans-NEW! $32.00
Select Whole Cashews, 12/1 Lb. Carts

$69.00

Chocolate Covered Pecans, 12/1 Lb. Pkgs

$72.00

Select Shelled Pecan Halves, 12/1 Lb. Pkgs.

$72.00

Toasted & Salted Pecans, 12/8.5 Oz. Cans.

$48.00

Honey Roasted Pecans, 12/8.5 Oz. Carts.

$48.00

Chocolate Nut Gift Pack, 6/2 Can packs(10 oz. chocolate
covered cashews & 10 oz. chocolate covered almonds)

.$48.00

Roasted Almonds, 12/9 Oz. Cans

$36.00

Please return this form by October 28 to:
Calloway Co. Farm Bureau, P.O. Box 469, Murray, KY 42071.

Make A Difference Day
Location:
Roy Stewart Stadium
*r 9 A.M. to 1 P.M.\411
Event made possible by
Calloway County and
Creative Recycling.
Yoti may drop off any computer, pho:6, or
video/audio equipment during thio time.
Televisions will not be
accepted at this time.
You may contact the
Calloway County Office of the
Environmental Planner
at 759-3549
with any questions.
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